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Subject: Your March 29, 1991, Request for Proposal for T echnical
Advisory Servi ces Relating to Geothermal Resource Ass essment
Dear ·Mr. Towill:
Mesquite Group, Inc. is pleased to submit the attache d pro posal in
response to the subject RFP. In order to provide the services needed by the
DBED and DLNR, Mesquite has assembled a team of Mainland and
Hawaiian organizations which br ing to the project extensive experience in all
aspects of geothermal exploration, development, transmission facilities/power
plant design and construction, enviro nmental impact analysis, and operations.
These organizations ar e:
• Mesquite Group , In c. G e o t h e r m a l resourc e
exploration/development.'operations consultants
• POWER Engineers, Inc. - Power transmission/pl ant e ngineering
consultants
• Edward K. No da and Associates, Inc. - Environmental and
ocean engineering consu ltants
Most of the key technical mem bers of the proposed team have specific
Hawaiian experience, including resource assessment/development/ope rations
consulting related to KERZ development an d planning/design consulting for
the ge othermal/cable project. We believe this team to be exceptionally well
qua lifie d to perform the desired scope of work . The individu al team me mbers
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are practically oriente d, but innovative. All enjoy sha ring the ir kn owledge and
expe rience, and have a sincere desire to prov ide the co nsult ing services DBED
seeks.
If you have any questions or wish more detail on any aspect of this
proposal, please contact me at (714) 738-8224 (FAX {714} 525-2852).
Sincerely,
Don A. Campbell
President
DAC:lwp
Attachment
Mesquite Group, Inc.
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PROPOSAL TO THE STATE OF HAWAII DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS,
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT & TOURISM
FOR
TECHNICAL ADVISORY SERVICES RELATING TO
GEOTHERMAL RESOURCE ASSESSMENT
1.0 INTRODUCTION
This proposal has been prepared in response to the Department of Business, Economic Development
I & Tourism's (DBED's) Request for Proposal (RFP) dated March 29, 1991, to provide Technical Advisory
Services Relating to Geothermal Resource Assessment. The proposal is submitted by the following group of
companies:
I
Mesquite Group, Inc.
221 North Harbor Blvd., Suite "K"
P. O. Box 1283
Fullerton, CA 92632
(714) 738-8224
FAX (714) 525-2852
POWER Engineers, Inc.
3940 Glenbrook Drive
P. O. Box 1066
Hailey, ID 83333
(208) 788-3456
FAX (208) 788-2082
Edward K. Noda and Associates , Inc.
615 Piikai St., Suite #1000
Honolulu, HI 96814
(808) 533-0553
FAX (808) 524-1126
I,
I
I
I
I
The firms comprising the group combine the talents of geothermal exploration and development
geologists and engineers , power transmission engineering-constructors, and environmental/geotechnical
engineering specialists. In addition to an extensive geothermal technology background , most members of the
team have specific knowledge of Hawaii geothermal resource development activities and/or the
geothermal/cable project. The team was carefully selected to encompass the diverse experience and knowledge
needed to provide a comprehensive evaluation of the geothermal resource characteristics and potential within
the State of Hawaii. We believe that this versatile group is exceptionally well qualified to advise the DBED
and Department of Land and Natural Resources (DLNR) .
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The proposal which follows responds to the complete range of the RFP requirements. It first provides
a description of the qualifications and experience of the firms and individuals involved. This is followed by
a discussion of how the team will work towards accomplishing the defined project objectives in terms of
organization, management, and responsibilities relative to the specified scope of work and desired products.
The accessibility and responsiveness of the team is then discussed, followed by short discussions of billing
rates/expenses and conflict of interest status. Appendices contain detailed resumes for key technical personnel
and detailed experience listings.
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2.0 QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE
The qualifications and experience of the firms and individuals proposed for work on this project are
summarized below. Detailed experience summaries and resumes for the personnel proposed to work on this
2.1 FIRM DESCRIPTIONS AND GENERAL EXPERIENCE
project are contained in Appendices A and B.
• MESQUITE GROUP, INC.
Mesquite Group, Inc. (Mesquite) is a california corporation formed in October 1985,
for the purpose of providing exploration and development consulting and operating services
to the geothermal and petroleum industries. The company is based in Fullerton, california,
and maintains an operations office in Bakersfield, california. Mesquite personnel are mainly
derived from the group of technical geothermal experts formerly with Republic Geothermal,
Inc.
Each of the three officers of the company has over 20 years of natural resource
development experience in engineering and/or operations management. They possess
specialized skills in management, reservoir engineering, production engineering and field
operations supervision . Five other professional employees or associates are currently
available with expertise in exploration and production geology, geochemistry, drilling
engineering and supervision , production operations, well logging, and reservoir engineering.
While most of these professionals had their early experience in the petroleum industry, each
has specialized for a number of years in geothermal exploration and development.
Mesquite provides comprehensive geothermal resource expertise , but emphasizes
high-quality, cost-effective resource evaluation and development because of the extensive
"hands on" experience of its staff. Using its own personnel and equipment or supervising
well-qualified subcontractors, the company provides the following services:
Prospect identification, geologic mapping, and well siting
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Well drilling management, engineering, on-site supervision and well-site
geology
Exploration program management, surveys (geothermal, geoelectrical,
seismic, gravimetric, magnetic, temperature gradient) and data interpretation
•
•
•
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Past geothermal efforts of Mesquite (or Mesquite staff members while at Republic)
have involved exploration, drilling, testing and evaluations in more than 60 different
geothermal fields. Most of these resources have been located in the western United States ,
(i.e., California, Nevada, Alaska, Idaho, New Mexico and Oregon). The staff also has
extensive experience in Japan and the Philippines, and lesser experience in Central America
and the Caribbean. Overall, the personnel at Mesquite have been responsible for numerous
exploration surveys, discovery of seven new geothermal fields, over 250 gradient holes, 66 full-
size exploration or development wells, nearly 200 well tests, 50 well workovers (repairs),
pump installations, or stimulation jobs, and over 200 special studies or evaluations.
Geothermal resources encountered have been virtually all types and have ranged from
moderate temperature, fresh waters in sandstones and fractured volcanics to ultrahigh-
temperature, hypersaline-corrosive brines in deep, fractured metasediments and volcanics.
Mesquite has successfully drilled and tested geothermal wells in some of the most
environmentally sensitive areas of the world, including urban environments, as well as in areas
that are extremely remote and/or subject to very hostile weather conditions. A summary
tabulation of most or Mesquite 's major geothermal project experience is provided in
Appendix B.
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Open and cased-hole logging supervision and interpretation
Well completion, stimulation, pump installation, workover engineering and
on-site supervision
Design of well, reservoir and fluid testing programs and facilities
Installation and operation of well testing and water treating facilities
Sampling, analysis and interpretation of fluid chemistry
Numerical wellbore flow simulation
Numerical reservoir simulation (thermal and isothermal)
Well and reservoir forecasts and reserve estimates
Project evaluation and planning (technical and economic)
Project engineering and management for field development and operations
Automated data gathering, software development and data management
Financial feasibility analysis and reporting
Expert testimony and presentations for court and regulatory hearings
• Feasibility Studies and Coast Estimates
POWER ENGINEERS, INC.
POWER Engineers, Inc. (POWER) is an employee-owned engineering consulting
firm specializing in design and construction management services for:
• Power Transmission and distribution lines
• Geothermal generating systems
• Industrial plant facilities
• Co-generation facilities
• Substations
• Telephone/data transmission lines
In only 14 years, POWER has grown from a two-engineer firm to its present
prominence as a utility engineer with more than 250 employees. This growth is testimony to
POWER's high quality of workmanship and the ability of its staff to provide clients with
needed services within their schedules and budgets.
POWER's staff consists of professional engineers , surveyors, designers, managers and
support staff experienced in all phases of project development, including conceptual design,
feasibility studies , capital estimating, detailed design, siting and permitting, contract
preparation, equipment selection and procurement, construction management, startup,
commissioning, and performance testing.
POWER is one of the most experienced geothermal system engineers in the U.S.
POWER's personnel have carried out pioneer work in specialized designs for handling scale-
prone resources , and have been involved in the design of most of the major fluid-dominated
gathering systems developed in North America. A detailed listing of POWER's geothermal
related experience is contained in Appendix B.
POWER personnel are familiar with fluid-dominated, two-phase, dry steam, flashed
steam, binary cycle, hybrid system and modular (wellhead) technologies. POWER is
particularly skilled in the following specialty areas of geothermal system design and
development:
I
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Pilot Plant Design for Scale Testing and Resource Evaluation
Pipeline Route Selection and Field Surveys
Two-Phase Gathering Systems
Injection Systems
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• Engineering for Control systems and Wellhead Electrics
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•
•
•
Piping Supports and Structure Design
Plant Troubleshooting and Optimization
Scale and Corrosion Control
• Noncondensable Gas Removal
• Hydrogen Sulfide Abatement
• Environmental and Regulatory Services
• Conceptual Designs and Estimating
Oceanographic design criteria evaluation including deep-water tropical
cyclone and hurricane generated wave hindcasting, analytical transformation
to nearshore locations using processes of wave refraction, diffraction.
shoaling and breaking. storm surge numberical modeling, wave setup
processes, overland flooding processes, analysis of forces and loads on
structures and breakwaters, marina and harbor planning and design, and
littoral drift and coastal erosion processes.
•
POWER Field Services is a recently formed subsidiary of POWER Engineers which
offers construction management and inspection services, furnishes field services for turnkey
projects, and provides actual project construction. POWER Field Services was developed to
meet the changing needs of its clients and is dedicated to construction and field activities.
The company has already developed an impressive list of clients and projects throughout the
country.
EDWARD K. NODA AND ASSOCIATES, INC.
Edward K. Noda and Associates, Inc. (EKNA) is a Hawaiian-based company
specializing in coastal and ocean engineering in the Pacific Basin. The company has extensive
experience and capabilities in all the fundamental areas of coastal and ocean engineering
including the following:
•
I
I
I
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• Computer modeling of ocean processes including circulation flows driven by
tides and winds, effluent plume models for ocean outfall discharges of both
wastewater and heated water from power plants, turbidity dispersion models
for such processes as manganese crust and nodules mining and discharges,
dumping of dredged spoils from harbor dredging operations, stormwater
discharges and turbidity generated by offshore construction activities.
I • Extensive field data acquisition capabilities including bathymetry and sub-bottom seismic surveys, current and wave measurement programs,
I
I
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oceanographic and water quality field measurement surveys, and diving and
underwater inspection services.
• Environmental Assessment and Environmental Impact Statement
development combining the evaluations and results of the above technical
areas.
A detailed listing of EKNA's underwater cable and related oceanographic information
systems experience is included in Appendix B.
EXPERIENCE SPECIFICALLY RELEVANT TO HAWAII
• Mesquite Group. Inc.
Mesquite is currently employed as a consultant for Constellation Energy, Inc. (CEI),
the equity partner of Ormat Energy Systems, Inc. (OESI) in the Puna Geothermal Venture.
OESI, as the partnership operator, is currently developing a 25 MWe project in the Puna area
of the Kilauea East Rift Zone (KERZ). As CEI's consultant, it is Mesquite's job to review
and comment on OESI's resource evaluations and field development plans, monitor field
development operations, and evaluate results. Mesquite has also been instrumental in
analyzing and making recommendations to eliminate or minimize a number of problems
experienced by OESI in their initial phases of development. In performing this function,
Mesquite has become very familiar with most of the published and proprietary reports and
well data dealing with the KERZ, the HGPA project, and the SOH drilling and testing
project, as well as the PGV project.
Mesquite is also currently the prime contractor for an eleven prospect geothermal
resource assessment review project in the Philippines. This project is analogous .to the
Hawaii project in terms of its geologic setting in that all the prospects are located on the
flanks of volcanic islands. It is also similar in that it involves regional exploration and
assessment, as well as prospect specific evaluations and provision of state-of-the-art guidance
to upgrade the Philippines evaluation technology and operating practices. The client in this
case is the Philippine National Oil Company (PNOq, a quasi-government agency. Mesquite
reports will serve as the third-party review required for PNOC to receive several hundred
million dollars in loans from the World Bank for development of over WOO MWe of
geothermally generated power by the year 2000.
In the past, Mesquite personnel have also conducted exploration programs in Alaska
and Japan in geologic settings analogous to Hawaii's. Both programs resulted in geothermal
field discoveries. Of particular note was the work in Japan, wherein Mesquite personnel were
the principal consultant's to the Japanese Government (MITI) for a program of nationwide
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geothermal exploration. In addition to providing oversight of a multitude of contractors
employing virtually ever exploration technique known, Mesquite personnel integrated all the
gathered data into regional models which identified 21 major prospect areas.
POWER ENGINEERS, INC.
Mr. David O'Day, POWER's Geotechnical Services Manager, has been directly
involved in a number of projects in the Hawaiian-Islands for prior employers. Most
important with respect to this project was his work as Test Director for the Hawaii Deep
Water Cable Program during 1988 and 1989 for Hawaiian Dredging and Construction
Company. This was, of course, the $22 million demonstration project to test the feasibility
of installing a 500 MW direct current transmission system between the island of Hawaii and
Oahu, a prerequisite to the extensive development of the geothermal potential of Hawaii.
The project's principal challenge was the installation of the cable system across the
Alenuihaha Channel -- 6,500 feet deep, rocky, and very steep. Previously, the deepest. cable
installation was 1,800 feet deep. Mr. O'Day was responsible for planning scheduling and
monitoring vendor and subcontractor performance , project administration and management,
review of progress, supervision of designs, details, and reports, and preparation of reports to
the clients.
Other Hawaiian and related projects Mr. O'Day has been involved in include:
geotechnical engineering for numerous building projects in Honolulu; project
manager/engineer for the design and construction of the AFDM berthing wharf at Pearl
Harbor; project manager/engineer for the Kaneohe-Kailua Flood Control project on Oahu;
project manager/engineer for transmission line reconstruction on Guam; and foundation
engineering for the Koolau Ridgeline project transmission line, the Kahe Power Plant and
the Kahului Power Plant.
POWER, as a company, also has some related Hawaiian experience involving
determination of the structural integrity of a 46-year old 57 kV transmission line and design
of a new 69 kV transmission line for Kauai Electric. In addition, the transmission-
distribution engineer, electrical engineer and senior systems engineer proposed for work on
this project by POWER have extensive experience in all aspects of power transmission line
design and construction for systems throughout most of the western U.S.
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KEY TECHNICAL PERSONNEL
In addition to these submarine power cable projects, EKNA has performed numerous
oceanographic studies in the islands and has developed many related Environmental
Assessments and Environmental Impact Statements.
EDWARD K. NODA AND ASSOCIATES, INC.
EKNA was a significant participant in the Hawaii Deep Water Cable Program
completed last year. They had a number of major task responsibilities, including extensive
field measurements of waves and near-surface currents (2 years) and near-bottom currents
along both the Hawaii and Maui slopes of the channel (2 years), the development of the
oceanographic and environmental design criteria for the at-sea operations, the design,
fabrication and operation of a high-resolution bottom roughness measuring system which
obtained excellent bottom roughness data with operational resolutions of 4-6 inches in water
depth of 6,000 ft and the design, fabrication and operation of the entire data acquisition
system during the At-Sea Test including wind, waves and current data and all technical
parameters associated with the cable laying operation. EKNA was also responsible for the
analysis of oceanographic data from the At-Sea Test Program and assisted in the development
of the Final Report dated September 1990. In addition to the Final Report preparation,
EKNA also performed many additional final tasks, including the feasibility and cost estimates
for the trenching and burial of the power cable along the coastal and nearshore areas.
EKNA is currently working on the Tri-Island Cable project for HECO, and has
technical responsibility for:
Development of the oceanographic design criteria for the underwater cable
system, including both the deep water and nearshore areas . This effort
includes the hindcasting of hurricane design wave conditions, the
transformation of deep-water wave conditions to their shallow-water
characteristics , calculation of wave forces, evaluation of scour protection,
tsunami wave evaluations, etc.
Field measurement of ocean currents along 5 potential underwater routes.
This program involves the deployment of 12 current meters on 9 individual
moorings along 5 proposed underwater routes between the 3 islands.
•
•
•
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The experience histories and background of each of the key technical personnel proposed for work
on this project are summarized below. Detailed resumes are contained in appendix A
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• Mesquite Group. Inc.
DON A CAMPBELL (PRESIDENT) - PROJECf MANAGEMENT AND RESERVOIR
ENGINEERING
JOSEPH "SKIP" MATLICK (SENIOR GEOLOGIST - EXPLORATION .AND
PRODUCTION GEOLOGY
Prior to forming Mesquite, Don was the Vice President at Republic Geothermal in
charge of all aspects of geothermal engineering and operations for nine years. He
came to Republic from Shell Oil with thirteen years experience in management and
reservoir engineering emphasizing supplemental recovery research and operations,
reservoir simulation, and evaluation of producing properties and exploration
prospects. In addition to project management for clients and administration of the
Group, Don provides design and interpretation of well tests, reservoir simulation
studies, production/reserve evaluations, field development planning and economic
analyses. He holds an MS degree in Oceanography from Scripps Institution of
Oceanography, University of California, San Diego.
Skip has over fourteen years experience in the exploration and development of
geothermal resources throughout the western United States and Japan. During his
ten years at Republic Geothermal he participated in the discovery of seven
geothermal reservoirs having commercial potential and the development of five of
these reservoirs. Skip is a recognized expert in the mercury soil gas exploration
method and has supervised and interpreted numerous geophysical, geochemical and
aerial exploration surveys. He has also sited and directly supervised the drilling of
over 200 temperature gradient holes. His experience in development geology
includes well siting, evaluating wells during drilling, and interpreting lithology and
electric logs to construct subsurface maps. Skip is a state registered Geologist and
a licensed Driller, and holds an MS degree in Geology from Arizona State
University.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
I DONALD E. MICHELS (ASSOCIATE GEOCHEMIST)ENGINEERING GEOCHEMICAL
I
I
I
I
Don is the Group's expert on geothermal water, scale and gas chemistry. In eight
years with Republic geothermal he made major contributions to the development of
geochemical technology in the industry and is a recognized authority on carbonate
chemistry. He provides chemical assessments and technical support for investigating
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all aspects of geothermal fluid behavior in well bores and surface facilities, including
scale deposition and control, two-phase flow modified by gases and dissolved salts,
corrosion, brine processing, minerals recovery, brine disposal and environmental
impacts. Prior to joining Republic, Don worked in various earth science, materials
development and environmental research capacities at INEL, DOW chemical, and
the National Academy of Sciences. He holds a DSc from Colorado School of Mines
in Chemistry-Geology.
I THOMAS L. COOK (ASSOCIATE DRILLING ENGINEER)ENGINEERING AND DRILLING MANAGEMENT DRILLING
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Tom has nearly thirty years of drilling experience with Mobil, Husky, Aminoil, and
Republic Geothermal. He has directed drilling and production operations
throughout the western United States and Japan, and managed multi-million dollar
budgets and staffs as large as 225 employees. For the Group's clients, Tom offers
well design and planning, drilling contractor and materials selection, drilling
supervision and complete management of drilling operations. He is a state licensed
Drilling Contractor and holds a BS degree in Petroleum Engineering from the
University of California, Berkeley.
ROBERT V. VERITY (VICE PRESIDENT, ENGINEERING) - PRODUCTION
ENGINEERING
Bob provides general engineering management for the Group, specializing in all
aspects of well completion, testing and workovers. During nine years with Republic
Geothermal he designed and supervised numerous geothermal well test facilities,
well tests, stimulation jobs, well workovers and pump installations. Prior to that he
had over ten years engineering and research experience with Shell Oil in field
facilities construction, well completion design, well workovers, well stimulation and
well artificial lift design for conventional and steam-enhanced oil production. Bob
is a state registered Mechanical and Petroleum Engineer, and holds an MS degree
from Stanford University in Mechanical Engineering.
PAUL B. SPIELMAN (MECHANICAL ENGINEER) - PRODUCTION ENGINEERING
AND LOG ANALYSIS
Paul specializes in production engineering and reservoir engineering computer
applications, thermodynamic analyses,interpretation of open hole geophysical logs
and production logs, and the engineering aspects of field operations. Prior to
2-9
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joining Mesquite he had two years' experience at Republic Geothermal with similar
responsibilities. Paul was a Senior Field Engineer with Schlumberger Well Services
for the three years preceding his work at Republic, and was in charge of running and
interpreting all types of well logs. He is a state registered Mechanical Engineer, and
holds an MS degree in Mechanical Engineering from San Diego State University.
POWER Engineers, Inc.
DAVID O'DAY (MANAGER GEOTECHNICAL SERVICES)
MANAGEMENT AND GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING
Dave has over 20 years experience managing and conducting geotechnical
investigations, construction inspection, contract administration and construction
management for a wide variety of projects , including electric power generation,
transmission and distribution systems. He worked for Dames & Moore in Hawaii
as a Geotechnical Engineer in 1972 and from 1974 to 1981. During these periods,
he participated in numerous industrial, defense, government and residential projects
on all the principal Hawaiian islands and throughout the Pacific. During 1988 and
1989, he was the Hawaiian Dredging and construction Company's Senior Project
Engineer and Test Director for the Hawaii Deep Water Cable Program. Dave is a
registered Geotechnical Engineer in California and a registered Civil Engineer in
Hawaii, and holds an MS degree in Geotechnical Engineering from the University
of California, Berkeley.
DONALD ANGELL (SENIOR SYSTEMS ENGINEER) - SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
FOR POWER TRANSMISSION LINES AND FACILITIES
As POWER's Senior Systems Engineer, Don performs the full spectrum of studies
and analyses related to electrical system study, design and protection. He has
conducted numerous system feasibility and planning studies, work plans, long-range
plans , load flow studies, short-circuit and protection analyses, etc., for utility and
industrial clients. He has designed sophisticated relaying packages for looped
transmission systems, protective schemes for radially fed transmission and
distribution lines, and station protective relaying, metering, and control systems. In
addition, Don has researched and designed systems to mitigate the effects of
switching surges, transient VOltages, and lightning strikes on power facilities. Other
systems engineering experience includes determination of BIL and insulation
coordination requirements for line and station components, large station equipment
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specification, RI and TVI studies, SCADA system design, communications system
design, and fiber optics analysis. Don has also written and presented technical
papers ranging from the effects of large cyclic loads on rural distribution systems to
DC excavator impacts. He is a registered engineer in Alaska, California, Idaho, and
Nevada, and holds an MS degree in Electrical and Computer Engineering from the
University of Idaho.
LESLIE BELL, JR. (ELECfRICAL ENGINEER) - ELECfRICAL ENGINEERING FOR
POWER TRANSMISSION AND DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS
Prior to joining POWER Engineers, Leslie acquired twenty years of electric utility
engineering operations and management experience. This experience includes
fourteen years with Utah Power & Light Co., a large investor-owned utility
headquartered in Salt Lake City, Utah, and six years with Lower Valley Power and
Light, a rural electric cooperative headquartered in Afton, Wyoming. His positions
in the utility industry have ranged from Junior Engineer to executive level positions.
Specific duties while employed with Utah Power & Light Co. included preparing and
supervising the preparation of generic material, construction and application
specifications for 7.2/12.47kV and 14.4124.9kV overhead, and underground
distribution systems. Additional duties included project identification, budgeting,
engineering design, trouble shooting, construction contract preparation and
construction management for the 4.16n.2kV and 7.2/12.47kV underground
distr ibution and 69kV transmission systems serving the downtown commercial areas
of Salt Lake City, Utah, and Ogden, Utah. Leslie holds a BS degree in Electrical
Engineering from the University of Utah .
JOHN MCGREW (TRANSMISSION-DISTRIBUTION ENGINEER)
Prior to becoming a Project Engineer for POWER, John acquired valuable practical
experience in the electrical engineering field, first as a construction supervisor and
then as a transmission/distribution designer. This solid background in construction
and design has proven invaluable in the performance of his present duties, which
involve the day-to-day coordination and facilitation of all tasks involved in the
conduct of a utility project, from conceptual planning through energization of
facilities. John's knowledge of the design and construction process allows him to
anticipate and address potential problems in those critical project areas , thus
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JAMES G. DITIMAR (EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT) - PROJECT MANAGEMENT
AND ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
avoiding costly delays and ensuring a project's timely and successful completion.
Specific project engineering responsibilities include project scheduling and cost
estimating; monitoring and expediting the permitting and right of way acquisition
processes; design coordination and final review; interfacing with the client, contractor
and other involved agencies; and budget and schedule monitoring. John holds a BS
degree in Mechanical Engineering from San Diego State University.
Allan Divis has over twenty years of diversified experience in geotechnical and
environmental studies for hazardous waste, mining, and civil engineering projects.
He has an extensive background involving the practical field application of multi-
disciplinary analytical techniques in remote site areas in the conterminous. U.S.,
Alaska, South and Central America, and the South Pacific. Allan joined EKNA in
1990 as a Project Manager. He is a registered Geologist in Alaska, Arizona,
California and Oregon, and is a registered Engineering Geologist in California.
Allan holds a Ph.D. in Earth Sciences from the Scripps Institution of Oceanography,
University of California, San Diego.
ENVIRONMENTAL AND
Jim has twenty-four years experience in the preparation of Planning Studies, and
Project Management of Environmental Programs, Alternative Energy Systems
Programs, and Transportation and Infrastructure development projects . He has
worked in Hawaii since 1974, and became Executive Vice President of EKNA in
1987. He is a member of the Governor's Geothermal Advisory Committee, the
Governor's Committee for Hawaii's Economic Future, and the Selection Committee
for Fellow in Renewable Energy Engineering, University of Hawaii. Jim was also
Chairman of the fund Raising Committee for the 1985 and 1990 International
Geothermal Symposium, Kailua-Kona, Hawaii. He holds a B.A degree in Zoology
from the University of Southern California, and has done graduate studies in
Oceanography and Marine Biology at the University of Southern California, the
University of California at Los Angeles and California State College, Long Beach,
California, as well as graduate studies in Business Administration at the University
of Hawaii.
ALLAN F. DIVIS (PROJECT MANAGER)
GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING
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3.0 APPROACH TO ACHIEVING PROJECT OBJECTIVES
3.1 MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATION
The fundamental project objectives as sta ted in the RFP are: "(-1) to determine the extent of
geothermal resources within the state; and (2) to learn as much as possible about the characteristics of those
resources." Inasmuch as the emphasis is on resource assessment rather than the geothermal/cable project, it
is proposed that Mesquite act as the prime contractor for the project, having overall responsibility for
management, coordination, and administration. In many respects POWER and EKNA will conduct the
required work on the geothermal/cable project separate from Mesquite's resource assessment efforts because
of the natural division of technical specialties. However, the three firms and their staffs will work as a team
whenever possible, drawing upon and integrating technical resources to achieve the appropriate level of
expertise.
Don Campbell, Mesquite's President, will be the overall Project Manager and provide the main
interface with the DBED and DLNR, as well as the various other State and Federal agencies , academic
institutions, and private developers involved in Hawaii's geothermal activities. He will also, of course, manage
Mesquite's resource assessment activities. Dave O'Day, POWER's Geotechnical Services Manager, will act
as the manager of POWER's engineering efforts relative to the planning and design of the geothermal/cable
project. Jim Dittmar, EKNA's Executive Vice President, will manage EKNA's engineering assessment of the
geothermal/cable project master plan and EIS being prepared by ERCE. Jim will also act as the local liaison
with the DBED and DLNR, and facilitate communications between all parties. This structure is reflected on
the following organization chart along with all the key technical personnel and their respective specialties.
3.2 RESPONSIBILITIES
The proposed specific technical responsibilities of firms and individuals are summarized below relative
to the Scope of Work and the Anticipated Work Efforts and Products from the RFP. It should be noted,
3-1
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ORGANIZATION CHART
FOR
TECHNICAL ADVISORY SERVICES RELATING TO
GEOTHERMAL RESOURCE ASSESSMENT
DBED
PROJECT MANAGER
MESQUITE
PROJECT MANAGER
Don Campbell
Reservoir Engineering
POWER
Dave O'Day
Geote9hnical Engineering
Don Angell, Systems Engineering
Leslie Bell, Electrical Engineering
John McGrew, Transmission-
Distribution Engineering
Skip Matlick, Geology
Don Michels, Geochemistry
Tom Cook, Drilling Engineering
Bob Verity, Production Engineering
Paul Spielman, Well Logging
EKNA
Jim Dittmar
Environmental Engineering
& Local Liason
Allan Divis, Environmental and
Geotechnical Engineering
I
I
I
however, that in many instances the work requires a team effort and others may contribute to some' tasks
besides the staff membens) with the designated responsibility.
Technical Responsibilities
Firm Personnel
Mesquite Cook
Matlick
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
•
•
•
•
•
Scope of Work
assist DBED and DLNR in establishing priorities among available
resource assessment methods, including (as examples): exploratory
drilling; core-sampling and well-testing; surface and aerial surveys;
and regional mapping. Guidance in this regard must be sensitive to
budget constraints.
assist DBED and DLNR in planning the direction of and managing
the SOH program and in evaluating available exploratory drilling
methods, with cost effectiveness being a major criterion.
assist DBED and DLNR in designing and planning appropriate well
test, surface and aerial surveys, and/or mapping projects. Provide
advice on appropriate instrumentation and equipment, methods and
procedures, personnel, and budgets.
assist DBED and DLNR by providing technical guidance relative to
the geothermal/cable project master plan and EIS being prepared
by the consulting firm ERCE.
Mesquite
Mesquite
EKNA
campbell
Cook
Matlick
Verity
Spielman
Verity
Matlick
Spielman
Dittmar
Divis
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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•
assist DBED and DLNR by providing technical guidance relative to
planning and design of the geothermal/cable project by the
consortium and HECO.
assist DBED and DLNR to make reasonable judgments and to
reach Objective, scientifically supported, conclusions about the
extent and characteristics of geothermal resources, recognizing that
such judgments and conclusions may serve as the basis for public
policy and/or investment decisions.
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POWER O'Day
Angell
Bell
McGrew
Mesquite campbell .
Matlick
Michels
Technical ResponSibilities
Firm Personnel
I
I
I
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•
advise DBED and DLNR on well-field design and management in
order to assist them in adopting appropriate policies, standards, and
design criteria to avoid over-production and premature depletion of
geothermal resources .
Anticipated Work Efforts and Products
attendance upon request at key meetings of State interagency
technical and policy committee involving DBED, DLNR, other
State agency officials, and, on appropriate occasions, representatives
of involved institutions such as the University of Hawaii and USGS.
preparation, as needed, of written reports addressing specific aspects
of or problems concerning resource assessment work in progress
and making specific recommendations.
submission, on or before December 1, 1991 (approximately one
month prior to the start of the 1992 legislative session), of an
interim draft written report on geothermal resource assessment ,
consisting of the following information: (1) a status report on the
State's geothermal resource assessment program; (2) a description
and brief analysis of available data and information from all public
and accessible private sources; and (3) a summary of reasonable
judgments and objective conclusions which the consultant is able to
make from the available data and information about the extent and
nature of geothermal resources .
submission , at least 45 days prior to the end of the one-year
contract term, of a draft annual report on geothermal resource
assessment including the following kinds of information: (1) a
status report on the State's geothermal resource assessment
program; (2) a comprehensive analysis of available data and
information from all public and accessible private sources; (3) a
summary of reasonable judgments and objective conclusions which
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Mesquite
Mesquite
POWER
EKNA
Mesquite
Mesquite
POWER
EKNA
Mesquite
POWER
EKNA
Campbell
Verity
Campbell
O'Day
Dittmar
Others,
appropriate
Campbell
Others, as
appropriate
Campbell
O'Day
Dittmar
Campbell
O'Day
Dittmar
as
It is anticipated that a significant portion of the work required to properly advise the DBED and
DLNR and generate the specified reports will involve an extensive literature search, gathering of other
pertinent data, and discussions with the various participants in the State's geothermal activities. EKNA will
perform much of the initial literature search and data gathering to minimize costs, but after initial analysis
a number of the Mainland based key personnel will need to travel to Hawaii for in depth discussions relative
to their particular specialties. Subsequent updating and detailed analysis can probably be handled in the
team's respective home offices for the most part. Attendance at meetings as requested by DBED and DLNR
should generally provide ample opportunity to update and expand the data base during the course of the
contract term without additional special trips from the Mainland.
I
I
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the consultant is able to make from the available data and
information about the extent and nature of geothermal resources;
(4) a discussion of the accomplishments of the consultant in
assisting the program during the contract term; and (5)
recommendations with regard to future needs, priorities, and plans.
DBED will work cooperatively with the consultant during the early
part of the contract term to develop an outline for this report in
order to make it as meaningful as possible. The report should
address each of the elements covered by the foregoing scope of
work.
submission, at least 5 days prior to the end of the one-year contract
term, of a final resource assessment report, incorporating any
changes suggested or required by DBED.
Mesquite
POWER
EKNA
campbell
O'Day
Dittmar
I
I
I
I
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4.0 ACCESSIBILI1Y AND RESPONSIVENESS
EKNA will provide expert local representation of the team and ready accessibility for the DBED and
DLNR. They can attend meetings on short notice and facilitate communications between all parties. Even
the Mainland based team members will be able to attend meetings as needed with two days notice in almost
all instances. Back-up expertise is also available within each team member organization in the unlikely event
that a key technical person assigned to the project is unavailable for a short period. Both Mesquite and
POWER are accustomed to working with clients remotely located from their home offices, having successfully
concluded or actively working on projectsIn Asia, Latin America, and Alaska. With today's telephone, FAX,
and overnight delivery services, and frequent Mainland/Hawaii and inter-island flights, communications,
accessibility, and responsiveness on a timely basis is not expected to be a problem.
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5.0 BILLING RATES/EXPENSES
5.1 LABOR COSTS
Standard schedules of charges for each of the team member firms providing hourly labor costs by
person and/or category follow on successive pages. In order to make the team's services more cost effective,
it is proposed that travel time from the Mainland to Honolulu (and return) will not be charged. Further, it
is proposed that a maximum of eight hours per day will be charged while in Hawaii, even if overtime hours
are worked.
5.2 EXPENSES
It is difficult to estimate expenses as requested in the RFP, as the number of trips and travel days for
Mainland based personnel are not yet definable. Recent experience has also shown that airfares from the
Mainland to Honolulu are highly variable, depending upon how far in advance bookings can be made with
certainty. Since the beginning of the year, Mesquite has paid from less than $400 to over $1,100 for round
trip airfares between Honolulu and Los Angeles. However, assuming pre-paid bookings at least three days
ahead of departure (with a firm return) date and a typical five working-day trip, the per man cost would be
about:
I
I
I
Airfares to Honolulu/Los Angeles
or Honolulu/Boise
and Inter-island
Per Diem (lodging, meals, phone, incidentals)
Car Rental
Mileage/Airport Parking
Total
$ 650
1,000
100
625
125
--.2Q
$1,450 to $1,900
(round trip)
(round trip)
(if required)
(5 days)
(5 days)
(Mainland)
I
I
I
I
Assuming two man-trips per month on average for Mainland based personnel during the twelve month
term of the contract, travel expenses might be on the order of $37,000. In addition EKNA will have local
mileage and inter-island travel expenses (say, $200/month). There would also be miscellaneous office expenses
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for phone, FAX, overnight deliveries , etc., estimated to be about $150/month. With a 10% handling charge
on expenses, a total expense budget of around $45,000 for the contract term might be a reasonable expectation.
In reality, expenses will be highly dependent on whose expertise is required by DBED and DLNR at
meetings, how often it is required, and how much notice of a firm schedule can be provided. The team will
make every effort to minimize expenses, especially airfares, but cannot estimate expenses more definitively at
this time.
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SCHEDULE OF CHARGES
MESQUITE GROUP, INC.
Notes:
1 Includes salary, burden, G & A. in-house computer, and fee.
2 Maximum service charge for field work is ten hours per day, even if more hours worked.
30ther Direct Costs include the costs of travel, reproduction, FAX and telephone, plus all outside services,
subcontracts and purchased materials billed through Mesquite Group, Inc.
75.00
85.00
65.00
85.00
25.00
85.00
65.00
65.00
55.00
$lHour1 2
Cost to MGI plus 10% for handling
$0.30/mile
Project Management,
Reservoir Engineering
Geochemical Engineering
Drilling Engineering
and Management
Engineering Management,
Production Engineering
Reservoir Engineering,
Hydrology
Field Construction and
Operations Supervision
Geology, Geochemistry
Production and Logging
Engineering
(Effective July 1, 1990)
C.E. Fisher
D.A. Campbell
T.L. Cook
D.E. Michels
R.V. Verity
P.B. Spielman
J.S. Matlick
s. Petty
Mileage
Other Direct Costs>
Professional Services
Clerical Services
Expenses
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
' I
I
I
,
i l
\.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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POWER Engineers, Inc.
SCHEDULE OF CHARGES - 1991
This standard Schedu le o f Charges IS fo r professiona l serv ices. Unl ess agreed otherwise, charges for work on connnuin q
pro jects w il l be based on th e th en curre nt Sched ule of Cha rges . A new Sched ule o f Cha rges Will be Issued to be effective
Januar y 1 of each new year and as necessary on an Int erm ed iat e oasrs to accommodate new item s or rev ised charg es. InVOICes
w il l be subm it t ed mo nthly and/o r u pon com pleti on of th e wor x and will be due and pa yab le w hen rssuec . All accounts not
pa id With in thirty (30) days f rom the invoice date w rll bea r a SERVICE CHARGE OF 1.5% PERMONTH for each montn the mvoice
ISunpaid .
PERSONNEL CLASSIFICATION
I
Senior Project Manager
Principa l Consultant
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S97.00/hr.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Project Manager S87.00/hr.
Senior Consultant
Project Engineer s n .OO/hr.
Consultant
Senior Project Adm in istrator
Superv isory R-O-W Agent
Engineer III , . . ..... . . . . .. . . .. . . . .... . .. ... . . . . .. . . . . S68.00/hr.
Designer IV
Engineering Technician IV
Environmenta l Specia list III
Senior R-O-W Agent
Engineer II , ." $ 59.00/hr.
Designer III
Engineering Technician III
Environmental Specia list II
Purchasing Agent
Senior Administrator
R-O-W Agent
Engineer I , . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . $ 49.00/hr.
Designer II
Engineering Technician II
Environmental Specialist I
Admin istrator
Field Representative IV
Senior Purchasing Specialist
Designer I , . $ 43.00/hr .
Engineering Technician I
Administrative Assistant
Field Representative III
Purchasinq Special ist
Drafter S37.00/hr.
Staff Assistant
Field Representative II
Typist , S n.OO/hr.
Data Entry Operator
Field Representative I
Ut ility
No pr em ium IS cha rged fo r overti m e w ork . Personne l N lth s::>e': lal ized experie nce are em ployed by or on ret al,e' to :>O ·N :'~
Charges for t hese soeciahsts are neqcua tec on an ,ndIVidu al oasis depend ing on th e assignment P'oi eS;IQnal t ,("1 '= ' or
ds posmons ana te stimony IS charged at 1.5 t ime s the 'ate for se-v-ces: tull -day mi nimums apply
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POWER Engineers,lnc.
SCHEDULE OF CHARGES -1991
This sta nda rd Schedule of Charges IS for th e current year . Unl ess agreed otherwise. charges for work on continumq projects
will be based on th e t hen current Schedu le o f Charges. A new Schedule of Cha rges will be issued to be eifectl ve Janu ary 1 of
each new year and as necessary on an int erm ediate basis to accommodate new Items or rev ised charges. InVOICes WIll be
submitted month ly and /or upon completion of the work and will be due and payable w hen Issued. All accoun ts no t paid
within thirty (30) days from th e invoi ce date will bear a SERVICE CHARGE OF 1.5% PER MONTH for each month t he mvoice IS
unp aid .
I
I
I
I
I
I
COMPUTERSERVICES
Apollo DN320 & DN300's 5 60.00/hr .
...mcludessof tware
GISW orkst ati on s 35.00/hr.
...incl udessoftware
Engi neeri ng worksranon $ 35.00/hr .
...includesspecialized software'
Personal Computer $ 10.00/hr.
...includesstandard software
char ges for special software w il l be added.
see "Special App lication Software Fee Rates" .
Dra ft ing Stati on w/Software 5 20.00/hr.
...may Include Procad , Au tocad . Integraph
SPECIAL APPLICATlON PCSOFTWARE
TEST EQUIPMENT
Current Transform er Test Set
Dob le Test Syste m
Osctlloscope
Strrp Chart Recorde r
Bidd ie DET·2
Vibrog round
RIS Loadlogger Kits
011 Dielectric Tester
High Voltage Phase Rotat ion
Dynamometer
Phase Angle M et er
Multlamp SR·76A
Pole Test er
PHOTOGRAPHIC RECOROING
5iDay S/Mo nt h
5 150 S 1500
5160 5 1600
5 30 S 300
5 40 s 400
5150 s 1500
5 10 s 100
$ 50 $ 500
$ 20 s 200
5 15 s 150
5 30 5 300
5250 $ 2S00
$160 s 1600
S100 5 1000
Survey EqUipment t o support f ield crew $I 25.00/day
'Specialized software Included rn t he UNIX Enqineermq Workstation fee are the foll owing Int egraph packages:
MICAPLU5. MODELVIEW. INROADS. EESCHEMA TIC. INSITE. IRASC. EEW PD. INFLOW.INFORMI X.
Other expenses such as subcontracto rs. rent al equ ipment. photography. t ransport ati on. renta l veh icles. shippmq ,
outs ide computer services. lodqrnq. mea ls. other reproduct ion. long distance te lep hone. te lecop ier . express ma il.
courier/de livery service. special supp lies. etc. are charged at cost plus a carry ing and hand ling charge of 10% .
I
I
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Structure Spotting/Optimizati on "
Levell Software •••
Level II Software·· ..
SURVEY SUPPLIES
Plasti c Aefla l Panels
Wood Stakes
4' Lat h
Flaggin g
# 5 x 20" Rebar
Rebar Caps
Mark ing Paint
Field Books
GPS Equipment
SURVEY EQUIPMENT
TRANSPORTATION
Cessna 210 (Wet. w ith Pilot)
Pilot St andby
Navajo
Vehi cles
$ 60.00 ihr .
S 10 00/h r .
S 20.00/hr.
S 3.50/ea .
s 8.50/bd .
S 12.S0/bd.
s I .SO/ea.
s .50/ea.
S .30/ea.
$ 4.00/ea .
s S.OO/ea
S1200.00/day
$205.00/hr.
s 30.00/h r.
$420 .00/hr .
$ .28/m i .
Port ab le Vide o Camera
Video Tapes
REPROOUCTION
Blueprints (D size)
My lar (D size )
Velum (D size)
CAMERA WORK
9" x 12" PMT
12"xI 8"PMT
20" x 24" PMT
20" x 24" Mylar
DOCUMENTS
coo.es
Spira l Comb
3 Ring Bind ing
SHIPPING
Box or Tube
5 35.00/day
S 8.00/ea .
5 1.50/ea.
5 4.00/ea .
5 2.50/ea.
s 10.00/ea.
5 13.00/ea.
S 16.00/ea.
s 16.50/ea.
5 .10/ea.
5 5.00/ea .
5 , 2.00/ea.
s 1.50/ea.
I
I
" St ructure Spott ing/Opt im iza t ion will normally be bill ed on a specifrc pr oject baSIS.
•• " Incluces . among others Ar ,em ls. CPM. Traverse Pc. Struct ura l Oesrqn. Foundation Oesiqn . HVAC Oesrqn, and
Conveyo r Oesrqn .
• .. " Includes. amo ng ot hers Oistn bun on Power Syste m AnalySIS. P,Ping Oesiqn. Cost of Servrce.Rare Rev'ew. ~ :ectrocan
rransm.ssion Syste m Ana lys;s and soec.euzeo est .rnann q oroqrarns
Cost to EKNA plus 10% for handlingOther Direct Costs
I
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Professional Services
J.G. Dittmar
A.F. Divis
Clerical Services
Expenses
Mileage
EDWARD K. NODA and ASSOCIATES, INC.
SCHEDULE OF CHARGES
(1991)
Project Management,
Environmental and
Alternative Energy
Engineering
Environmental and
Geotechnical Studies
Specialist
$0.32/mile
5-6
$/Hour
97.00
82.00
27.00
I
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6.0 CONFLICT OF INTEREST
None of the firms or individuals proposed for work on this project have any interest in any private
firms involved in geothermal exploration/development or the geothermal/cable project in Hawaii. However,
two team members , Mesquite and EKNA are currently employed as consultants by private firms engaged in
Hawaii geothermal activities. It is our view that such employment does not constitute any real or potential
conflict of interest, but we wish to explain it in detail for completeness.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
•
•
Mesquite is currently a consultant to Constellation Energy, Inc. (CEI - a wholly owned subsidiary of
Baltimore Gas and Electric) regarding the Puna Geothermal Venture (PGV) project. Constellation
provides the equity investment funding for this project and is a joint venture partner with Ormat
Energy Systems, Inc. (OESI), the project operator. The PGV project is actively developing a small
area of the KERZ to supply resource to a 25,MWe plant being constructed by the project. PGYaiso
has leaseholds comprising several thousand acres in the KERZ Mesquite's role is primarily to review
OESI's resource assessment and development plans, monitor operations, evaluate results, and advise
CEI with regard to such PGV development activities. In the past, but not currently, Mesquite has also
worked directly for OESI on this and other geothermal exploration/development projects.
No conflict of interest is perceived, as even in the remote chance that Mesquite should become privy
to some information of potentially competitive advantage to private developers as a result of working
for the DBED , such information would be held confidential until published or otherwise made
publically available by DBED. Maintenance of confidentiality is a normal requirement in the resource
consulting business and would not be breached in anyway by Mesquite.
EKNA currently has a very minor subcontract ($5,000) with ERCE, the firm preparing the
geothermal/cable project master plan and EIS. This minor relationship simply involves providing data,
and will in no way influence EKNA's technical guidance to DBEDIDLNR regarding the
geothermal/cable project.
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7.1
7.0 APPENDICES
KEY TECHNICAL PERSONNEL RESUMES
• Mesquite Group, Inc.
D.A Campbell
T.L. Cook
J.S. Matlick
D.E. Michels
P.B. Spielman
R.V. Verity
I
I,
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
•
•
POWER Engineers, Inc.
D.O'Day
D. Angell
L. Bell, Jr.
J. McGrew
Edward K. Nada and Associates, Inc.
J.G. Dittman
AF. Divas
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Mesquite Group, Inc.
_.. -
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MESQUITE GROUP, INC. - CLIENT/PROJECT LISTING
I. CURRENT MAJOR PROJECTS
CLIENT PROJECT DESCRIPTION SERVICES RENDERED DATES
Initiation Expected
Conclusion
Philippines National Evaluate eleven .Prime contractor for a group of consulting firms providing complete technical 4/90 6/92
Oil Company- prospective geothermal review of PNOC-EDC's resource assessments and recommended development
Energy areas and develop the strategy.
Development viable resources for
Corporation electric power generation .Project involves critical review of geological interpretations, geophysical and
(Funded by U.S. - Islands of Luzon and geochemical exploration results, well drilling and testing, reservoir engineering
Trade and Leyte, Philippines evaluations, development strategy planning and environmental impact mitigation.
Development Resource assessment reports serve as basis for World Bank financing of field
Program) development and power plant construction.
Pacific Energy - Evaluate and develop ePrime contractor in charge of exploratory drilling, test ing, and evaluation (2 wells). 1/86 Expansion
Subsidiary of Pacific geothermal field for completed
Enterprises expansion (2 additional eAssist in permitting for field development to support 2 new power plants. 10/90 -MonitoringCorporation power plants) - Casa and
Diablo Field, Mammoth eUpgrade instrumentation and monitoring programs for existing operations. analysis
Lakes, California Automate data gathering systems. continuing
eAssess existing well operations and recommend/implement improvements.
eConduct reservoir/well tests, construct numerical reservoir model , predict future
performance, and estimate development costs.
ePrime contractor for development planning, well testing and evaluation for 15-well
field expansion .
eSupervise start-up of expansion well field.
eProvide continued monitoring and analysis of field performance.
Mesquite Group, Inc,
- -- - - - - - -
- -- - -
- - _.. -2
CLIENT PROJECT DESCRIPTION SERVICES RENDERED DATES
Initiation Expected
Conclus ion
Constellation Develop additional (or eReview plans and monitor drilling, testing and evaluation activities of operator 11/90 6/92
Energy, Inc. - new) geothermal (Ormat). Recommend drilling targets and improvements in operating procedures.
Subsidiary of resources for new power
Baltimore Gas and plants - Soda Lake Field,
Electric Nevada; Stillwater Field,
Nevada; Puna Field,
Hawaii; East Mesa Field,
California
City of Colton/ Assess potential for direct ePrime contractor for geochemical/geophysical explorat ion assessment, drilling of 1/91 3/92
California Energy use resource two exploration wells, and feasibility study for district heating system.
Commission development in City and
conduct feasibility study
SIGC Partners Develop up to 50 MWe eEvaluate available data, revise numerical simulation model of field (Chevron's), run 6/89 6/91(Ormat Systems, additional geothermal field and evaluate feasibility of various development scenarios. Suspended
Inc./Heber capacity for new binary during
Geothermal Corp./ plant - Heber Field, eAssist client in acquisition negotiations. 1990, now
Centennial) Imperial Valley, California active.
Sandia National Develop cost data base eDevelop field cost data base and software algorithms. 1/89 10/91
Laboratories/U.S. for various geothermal
Dept. of Energy regimes and incorporate
into cost sensitivity
studies to identify critical
uncertainties requiring
research.
Harding Lawson Construct new waste .Provide waste injection well design and reservoir engineering calculations for EPA 10/89 Well
AssociatesNictor treatment system and permit . Prime contractor for drilling and evaluation of well. Provide routine complete -
Fine Foods disposal well - Lodi, operations/regulatory monitoring. Monitor ing
California continuing
Radian Prepare State-of-the-art .Subcontractor in charge of preparing volumes on reservoir assessment, well 4/89 Geochemis
Corp./Electric Power manuals on 13 basic stimulation and geochemistry. Provide assistance to Radian for other volumes as -try:
Research Institute aspects of geothermal requested. complete -Others
technology. deferred
Mesquite Group , Inc.
- - -- ----------
II. COMPLETED MAJOR PROJECTS
- - - --3
CLIENT PROJECT DESCRIPTION SERVICES RENDERED STATUS
EG&G, Idaho/U.S. Drill and test at least one eDesign well test plan and test facilities, fabricate equipment. Summarize, analyze Complete
Air Force geothermal exploration well - and report test data.
Ascension Island
Ben Holt Co./ Utah Drill, test, and evaluate eDesign, supervise and evaluate well testing to verify resource. Review Complete
Municipal Power additional outstep wells to performance data and predict reserve. Formulate plans for development of deep,
Agency/MEl, Inc. support power plant expansion - hot water resource.
Cove Fort Field, Utah
Bechtel National, Conduct ±30 day test of ePlan well test data gathering program, supervise data gathering, analyze test Complete
Inc./U.S. Dept. of completed, deep geothermal results and report.
Energy well - Salton Sea Scientific
Drilling Project eAssist Bechtel in facilities design and advise on operations.
GEO Operator Develop deep resource for 50 ePlan and conduct well tests and evaluation of four outstep wells. Conduct Complete
Corp. MWe field expansion - East multiwell interference test.
Mesa Field, Imperial Valley,
California
Pacific Lighting Assess feasibility of PLES eReview and summarize parameters of each available resource and estimate field Complete
Energy Systems acquisition and development of costs for various development scenarios (6 properties/fields evaluated).
(now Pacific various geothermal fields in the
Energy) Western United States.
Atlanta Gold Corp./ Drill and evaluate ±30 core eSupervise core hole drilling and geologic logging for assays. Complete
Strongbow holes for gold content - Mono
Resources County, California eConduct surface and subsurface geological mapping.
Ben Holt Co./U .S. Develop field (production, eEvaluate cooling water resource and predict well productivity. Revise Complete
Energy injection and water source wells) production/injection well drilling programs and estimate well costs.
to support new 7 MWe plant -
Brady Hot Springs, Nevada
Trendwest, Inc. Explore for geothermal resource eDesign and supervise drilling of temperature gradient holes and resistivity surveys. Complete
suitable for direct use industrial Evaluate results.
park - Olene Gap, Oregon
Mesquite Group, Inc.
------------
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I CLIENT I DESCRIPTION I SERVICES RENDERED I STATUS I
GEO Operator Evaluate treatment of produced eAssess DOW treatment process. Model condensate and cooling water. Evaluate Complete
Corp. fluids and direct injection of effects on materials.
steam condensate - Geysers
Field, California
Catalyst Energy Evaluate interest for acquisition - eReview existing operations and assess operating problems. Predict performance Complete
Corp. Vulcan Project, Salton Sea Field, of reservoir and wells. Estimate future costs.
Imperial Valley, California and
Casa Diablo Field, Mammoth
Lakes, California
Munson Develop field to support two ePlan and supervise drilling, well testing and evaluation of two most recent wells. Complete
Geothermal, new power plants - Brady Hot Plan additional development. (First Phase)
Inc./EG&G Hydro, Springs Field, Nevada
Inc./HydraCo Ent.
Dames & Moore! Assess feasibility of developing eProvide field planning and cost estimates for economic assessment of various Complete
Alaska Power geothermal resource of development scenarios. Advise power plant engineers and environmental planners
Authority Makushin Volcano for electricity of resource characteristics and operations logistics.
supply - Unalaska Island, Alaska
Cyprus Metals Co. Assess value of four geothermal eSummarize parameters and estimate reserves, well performance and development Complete
prospect areas for acquisition costs
by competitive bid - Medicine
Lake, Salton Sea, Truckhaven,
East Brawley, California
Ormat Systems, Inc. Develop field (production and eAssemble and organize East Mesa field resource data and development history Complete
injection wells) sufficient to data.
support 30 MWe power plant -
East Mesa Field, Imperial Valley, eAssist operator in planning, logistics, construction, and operation of tests for
California existing wells.
eAdvise on downhole production pump design and installation.
eAdvise on injection fluid treatment and filtering.
Texaco Evaluate suitability of oil field eSample, analyze, interpret and report on feasibility, treatment and compatibility Complete
waste water for reinjection - San with formation fluids .
Ardo Oil Field, California
Mesquite Group, Inc.
------------
- - -- - --5
CLIENT DESCRIPTION SERVICES RENDERED STATUS
Energy Services
Squire-Whitehouse,
Inc.
Mesquite Group, Inc.
Evaluate reservoir for electrical eReview resource data and prepare report.
generation potential - Cove Fort
Field, Utah
Develop high temperature eAdvise on geothermal applications.
instrumentation for measuring
pressure, temperature, rate,
sampling, etc.
Complete
Complete
- - -- --------
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III. MESQUITE STAFF PROJECTS WHILE AT REPUBLIC GEOTHERMAL, INC.
I NAME I DESCRIPTION I SPONSOR/OWNER I SERVICES RENDERED I
East Mesa Exploration Drill, test and evaluate geothermal Republic Geothermal, Drilled and tested seven producers and three injectors.
and Development reservoir and wells. Inc. (in-house Conducted long-term flow tests and interference tests.
properties) Performed multiple well and reservoir simulations to predict
future performance and reserves. Sold to Ormat Systems
for commercial development (underway).
Niland (Salton Sea) Drill, test and evaluate geothermal Republic Geothermal , Drilled and tested two producers. Conducted long-term
Exploration reservoir and wells. Inc. (in-house flow tests. Evaluated scaling, plugging, and corrosion
properties) potential of hypersaline brine. Sold to Parsons Corp. for
commercial development.
Niland (Salton Sea) Drill, test and evaluate geothermal Parsons Corporation Drilled and tested three producers. Conducted long-term
Development reservoir and wells. flow tests. Predicted future well and reservoir performance.
Project suspended.
Westmorland Drill, test and evaluate geothermal Republic Geothermal , Drilled and tested four producers and two injectors. Sold
Exploration and reservoir and wells. Inc. (in-house to UNOCAL for commercial development.
Development properties)
General Exploration Identify multiple exploration drilling Republic Geothermal , Complete exploration of over 170,000 acres of RGI leases
prospects. Inc. (in-house in the Western U.S. Surface mapping; soil and fluid
properties) sampling ; magnetotelluric resistivity, gravity, seismic, side-
scan radar, and satellite photo survey planning and
supervision and analysis; drilled and measured over 200
temperature gradient holes; interpreted all data; identified
13 major prospects.
Geothermal Well Extend oil and gas well stimulation U.S. Dept. of Energy/Los Prime contractor in charge of entire laboratory, design, field
Stimulation Program technology to geothermal wells and Alamos National execution and evaluation program. Conducted
demonstrate with eight major field Laboratory experiments at East Mesa, Raft River, Baca, Beowowe and
experiments. the Geysers.
Unalaska Geothermal Locate and test geothermal Alaska Power Authority
Exploration resources of Unalaska Island, Prime contractor in charge of entire exploration, drilling,
Alaska suitable for electric power testing, and evaluation program. Discovered major
generation. resource.
Mesquite Group, Inc.
- - -- ---------------
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NAME DESCRIPTION SPONSOR/OWNER SERVICES RENDERED
General Exploration, Identify potential geothermal Idemitsu Kosan, Ltd. Prime contractor for nationwide exploration program,
Japan development prospects. including application of most known geothermal exploration
techniques and 26 temperature gradient holes. Identified
numerous prospects.
Nationwide Japan Identify potential geothermal Japanese Government Consultant to government management team. Performed
Geothermal Resources development prospects. (MITI) integration of all subcontractor data into regional models
Survey for multiple prospective areas.
Deep Drilling , Kyushu, Drill and test seven deep Idemitsu Kosan, Ltd. Supervise drilling, design test facilities, evaluate test data.
Japan geothermal wells to assess Takigami Development underway.
resource for electricity generation.
San Bernardino District Exploit low grade geothermal San Bernardino Water Review data, recommend drill sites, supervise drilling of first
Heating Project resource for district heating. Department well. Operational and expanding.
Sperry Conversion Construct and test gravity head U. S. Department of Drill large diameter well, evaluate well capacity, operate test
System binary conversion power plant. Energy site (terminated prematurely).
Calcium Carbonate Investigate mechanisms of scale Lawrence Berkeley Lab/ Prime contractor in charge of experimental apparatus, field
Scale in Porous Media formation in the field. U.S. Dept. of Energy operations, and interpretations.
Unalaska Power Assess geothermal power plant Alaska Power Authority Investigate various conversion installations at remote
feasibility for Unalaska Island. Alaska site.
Geothermal Chemistry Recommended sampling and TerraTek/U.S. Dept. of Contributed approximately one-half of handbook text.
analysis techniques for geothermal Energy
fluids in handbook form.
Injection Tracer Studies Investigate basic mechanisms of EG&G/U.S. Dept. of Operated East Mesa wells. Provided partial interpretation
tracer injection/f1owback in single Energy and modeling of tracer absorption/flowback.
well field tests.
Mesquite Group, Inc.
I
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POWER Engineering, Inc.
GEO OPERATOR CORPORATION
EAST MESA GEOTHERMAL WELLFIELD FACILITIES
STUDY AND DESIGN .PROJECT
IMPERIAL VALLEY, CALIFORNIA
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CLIENT
GEOOperator Corporation (GEOOe)
Santa Rosa , Ca liforn ia
CLIENT'S NEED
GEO Operator Corporation (GEODe) needed
study services and engineering design services
for the East Mesa Geothermal Well Field , a
steam and brine gathering and in jection system
serving two 18.5 MW geothermal generating
units.
DESIGN SERVICES
• Assessment of uti li zation potentia l of exist ing
facil ities
• Pipe line survey
• Design of main and well pad pip ing, incl uding
pipe and equipment siz ing, network f low and
pressure drop calculations , stress analys is, and
pipe support design
• Design of brine treatment and steam release
facil ities
• Specification preparation
• Design of a wellpad electric power
distribution system
• Construction support
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
GEO Operator Corporation (GEODe) requested
POWER to prov ide a design package for the East
Mesa Well Field facil ities, locat ed in Imperia l
County , Californ ia.
The project is located w ithin an area occup ied by
a geothermal power plant and gathering system
formerl y owned and operated by Magma Power
Company.
GP PrOI ~et B rt~h
The Study Phase
An important aspect of the project was the
feasib il ity study. The object ive of the study was
to determine if exist ing production and inj ecti on
systems could be beneficially ut il ized for the East
Mesa Project.
The objectives and activities of this study were as
follows:
• Determine suitability of pip ing design
temperatures and pressures of the existing
system
• Check process compatib i lity
• Define mod ifications to existing systems and
new system requ irements
• Prepare budgetary cost est imates
• Allow evaluation of trade-offs between
capital and operating costs
• Evaluate and prepare recommendat ions.
The study was done with proceed or terminate
decision points at each level of investi gat ion.
POWER reviewed the Gathering System
Operating Requirements and pre~ared . a
recommendation which took into consideration
the pumping costs, scale control, capital ~nd
operating cost differences, and operating
impacts.
The Design Phase
POWER prepared a gathering and inj ecti on
system design in accordance w ith the system
requ irements, app licab le codes, and GEOOC
design criteria.
The gathering system goes f rom th e discharge
f lange of the production we l l pumps to t he
plant battery li mi t s.
I
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The injection system piping goes from the
discharge of the injection pumps to the various
injection wells.
POWER designed a four-cell concrete rock
muffler with internal diffusers to dissipate the
energy of steam venting and control no ise.
POWER recommended a redwood liner for the
individual cells to prevent crack ing of the
concrete walls due to high thermal stresses.
GP PrOJectBne h
Each unit will have one cell dedicated to high
pressure steam and one to low pressure steam .
For each cell, it was recommended that the f low
be split into two streams through back pressure,
control valves to individual diffusers. These
valves provide for control of steam venting
during start-up, and turb ine trip cond itions.
PROJECT COMPLETION: 1989
GEO - EAST MESA LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
EAST MESA GEOTHERMAL WELLFIELD BUILDOUT
IMPERIAL VALLEY, CALIFORNIA
I
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CLIENT
GEO - EastMesa Limited Partnership (GEMLP)
Santa Rosa , Californ ia
CLIENT'S NEED
GEMLP wished to add three new production
wells and five new injecti on wells to its East
Mesa geothermal brine field system, which
serves two 18.5 MW geothermal generating
units. Specifically, GEMLP needed engineering
services for the design of the wellhead,
gathering and injection piping, as well as
wellhead electrics.
DESIGN SERVICES
• Preparation of as-built drawings of existing
system
• Design of main and wellpad gathering and
injecti on piping, including pipe and
equipment sizing, pressure drop and network
flow calculations, and stress analysis
• Civil/structural designs for pipe and vessel
supports
• Design of wellpad electric power systems
• Preparation of construction specifications and
bid packages
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
GEMLP requested POWER to provide a design
package for the GEMLPbuildout project.
The buildout involved the design of wellhead ,
gathering and injection piping to connect th~ee
new geothermal brine production wells and five
new injection wells to the existing GEMLP
GP Project Brief\
gathering and injection system, located in t~e
East Mesa geothermal resource area In
California's Imperial Valley.
The POWER team visited the East Mesa site to
review the existing system and and prepare as-
bui lt drawings.
POWER then modified exist ing material and
equ ipment specifications to solve operating
problems experienced in the existing system, for
use in specifying materials and equ ipment for
the buildout.
The detailed mechanical design activities
included design of wellhead piping for f ive
injecti on wells and three production v.:ells, as
we l l as design of extensive runs of gathering and
injection piping lead ing to and from the power
plants.
Piping design tasks also included design of
various it ems of miscellaneous and
interconnect ion piping, stress analysis of piping,
valve sizing, and pressure drop and network
f low calculations.
The POWER design team prepared plan and
profile drawings of the new pipi~g by n:odifying
existing drawings to show the bu ildout lines .
POWER provided civ il/structural designs for pipe
supports, support structures for a new sand
separator, and for adaptation of existing road
crossing structures to serve the new lines.
Electrical design work included design of
wel lhead electrical systems for several of th e
production and inject ion wells.
PROJECT COMPLETION: 1990
ZUNIL QUETZALTENANGO
GEOTHERMAL POWER PLANT
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN AND ESTIMATING
GUATEMALA
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CLIENT:
Morrison-Knudsen Company
San Francisco, California
CLIENT'S NEED:
Morrison-Knudsen requ ired expert geothermal
design and est imating serv ices for preparation
of pre liminary design and f easibi l it y work fo r
t he proposed Zun il geothermal plant in
Guatemala, for which Morrison-Knudsen had a
design/build contract .
PROJECT SERVICES:
• Process Design Review
• Conceptual Designs
• Construction Cost Estimates using
Questimate
PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
GP Project Briefs
Morrison Knudsen reta ined POW ER as a
geothermal system design subconsu ltant on the
Zunil project. POWER's work involved review of
process design and the development of
conceptual designs and cost estimates for a
binary geothermal power plant.
Speci f ically, POWER prepared conceotual
designs and cost est imates for two binary plant
scenarios:
• A modular plant design
• A centra l plant design
POWER also prepared compara t ive cost
estima tes fo r a single- f lash plant.
POWER prepared it s comprehensive
construction cost est imates using a specia lized
estimating software package, Questimate.
PROJECT COMPLETION: 1989
MISSION POWER ENGINEERING
COSO NAVY 1
GEOTHERMAL POWER PLANTS
UNITS II & III
CHINA LAKE, CALIFORNIA
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CLIENT
Mission Power Enginee ring (MPE)
CLIENT'S NEED
Design, procurement and construction of two 25
MW geothermal power plants for Californ ia
Energy Co. (CEC).
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The client, MPE, undertook t he design.
procurement, and const ruct ion of two 25 MW
geothermal power plants with CEC on a site
located adjacent to an exist ing plant at the
China Lake Naval Weapons Center. POWER
Engineers was contracted t o prov ide design and
engineering services for the gathering and
inj ecti on systems.
POWER provided desig n of the two-phase
pip ing, the brine gathering pip ing. and steam ,
warm-up, and inj ecti on piping .
~2SMK T
Technical specifications for separator safety, and
rel ief dev ices, in accordance w ith operat ional
and ASME requirements, were determined .
Rupture disks sized to rel ieve two-phase flow
were specified for this service .
Mechanical design included computer analysis
of two phase brine f low. This was performed for
thermal , weight. pressure, and seismic loading in
compl iance w ith ANSI B31.1. Design loads and
deflections necessary for piers, supports, guides,
and anchors were ana lyzed.
POWER provided construction plans and
specif ications including site layouts and
construction detail s. and locati ng and sizing
pipes , valves. supports, and foundations.
Further, POWER provided inst all at ion
specifications for components, material quality
controls, and procedures for site-fabricated
materials including steel , reinforced concrete.
concrete form ing, and excavation/backfi ll
com pact ion specif icati ons.
PROJECT COMPLETION: May 1987
CALPINE CORPORATION
DIXIE VALLEY SOMW GEOTHERMAL PLANT
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
DIXIE VALLEY, NEVADA
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CLIENT
Calpine Corporation
San Jose, California
CLIENT'S NEED
Calpine requ ired a conceptual design for its
planned SOMW geothermal power plant in the
Dixie Valley area of centra l Nevada .
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
POWER was ret ained to perform a conceptua l
design of the Dix ie Valley plant .
The gathering system design was unusually
int eresti ng because of design requirements to
accommodate dramatic elevation di fferences
across the site. The plant process technology is
two-stage flashed steam. The gathering system
serves the plant from two different areas: In the
first, both the high-pressure steam and the
liquid was delivered to the plant by gravity flow.
G P.Proj~ 8"~n
The second source area, because of the distances
from the power plant and the elevation
differences, required liquid pumping for
del ivery to the plant.
POWER's work scope included the following
• Sizing and configuring the wellhead
piping, two-phase supply pip ing to the
separators, and the steam line from the
separators to t he plant boundaries
• Preparation of general arrangement and
site layout drawings
• Complete materia ls t akeoffs
• Development of a prelim inary piping
materia l specification
• Selection of valve types
• Sizing wellhead control valves and
separator level control valves
POWER's design team also sized the spent
geothermal liqu ids pumps and pip ing to del iver
the fluids to an in jection well.
PROJECT COMPLETION: 1986
ORMAT SYSTEMS DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
ORMESA GEOTHERMAL PROJECT #1
WITNESS PERFORMANCE TESTING
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
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CLIENT
Ormat Systems/Department of Energy
CLIENT'S NEED
POWER provided engineering review services for
Ormat Systems for a 30 MW geothermal project
in Southern California.
PROJECT FEATURE
• ASME Power test codes were used as the
basis for establishing test criteria for the
plant.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
In th is project, high temperature pumped
geothermal fluid was supplied to a geothermal
power plant. The plant utilized the fluid in 26
Ormat binary units arranged in three levels to
produce 30 MW of gross power.
The power produced is wheeled over the
Imperial Irrigation District (110) gr id and
subsequently sold to Southern California Edison
(SCE).
POWER was responsible for witnessing
acceptance testing to ensure that the plant met
the design performance requ irements, thus
assuring that long-t erm lenders and load
guarantors could anticipate the projected return
on their investments.
POWER provided techn ical expertise and
support to the or ig inally designated term
lenders John Hancock Mutual Life InsuranceCompa~y and Teachers Insurance and A~nity
Association for the project. The overall aim of
POWER's effort was to verify that the plant
would operate as designed and thus would be
capable of producing the planned revenue
stream.
To accomplish this, POWER provided the
following services:
1. Revised and approved the test procedures
and specifications prepared by the
contractor for indi vidual pieces of
equ ipment, systems, and the total plant
2. Reviewed systems and equ ipment test data
3. Witnessed the capac ity and performance
tests
4. Performed an overa l l general plant rev iew
for workmanshi p and operabiIity
5. Reported on results of all tests and re~iews
with recommendations as to any Items
which required add itional work on
rectification.
When the original lenders w ithdrew, POWER
was retained as an independent reviewer on
behalf of the Department of Energy and the
Federal Financing Bank , which succeeded John
Hancock Mutual Life Insurance and Teachers
Insurance and Amnity.
In summary, POWER recommended inst all at ion
of office metering to improve re liabil ity of
inst rumentati on and plant data logs . Accuracy
fluctuations in the orig inal inst alled annubars
made the consistency of the data logs
questionable.
PROJECT COMPLETION: June, 1988
I
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ALASKA POWER AUTHORITY
UNALASKA GEOTHERMAL PROJECT
INDEPENDENT COST ESTIMATE
UNALASKA ISLAND, ALASKA
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CLIENT
Alaska Power Authority (APA )
CLIENT NEEDS
• Independent Cost Est imate
• Design Review
DESIGN SERVICES
• Deta iled Plant Design Review
• " Base Case" Cost Estimate
• " Alt ernate Case " Conceptual Design
• "Al t ernat e Case " Cost Est imate
• Cost Est imate of Transmission Lin es,
Substa t ions, and SCADA Systems
DESIGN FEATURES
• Review of Design Concepts
• Proposed Alternate Design
• Effect on Project Cost
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The APA contracted POWER to perform an
independent cost estimate of the agency's
Unalaska Geothermal Project. This estimate was
based on the design and other project data
found in a report prepared by an outside
contractor. POWER compared engineering
concepts and costs associated w ith the potential
development of t his 7MW geot hermal power
plant on Unalaska Island.
The report addressed two scenarios . The f irst,
ref erred to as th e "Base Case," was based on the
orig ina l report prepared by the outside
contractor. The second , referred to as the
" A lt ern at e," was based on POWER's conceptual
design.
POWER's full range of services provided detailed
investi gati ons not on ly of t he plant, but of the
associated fact ors that inf luenced the project
cost and schedules. These included the
transm ission line, substations, and SCADA
systems that would support the generation
plant, the production and injection well system,
the necessary environmental impact s and
perm itting, and various logisti cal f act ors such as
construction camp costs.
By identi fying alternat ives for the geothermal
plant, POWER po inted to the potentia l for
signif icant cost savings for APA. These
alternatives ranged from different technologies
for t he geothermal process t o different locat ions
for t he facil ities.
Because no access road was included in it s
proposal, the Base Case requ ired almost $1
million in helicopter support for drilling
activities and production piping system
construction. The production system for the
Base Case consisted of 13,000 feet of combined
24-,20-, and 14-inch piping . It also had potential
freez ing problems in case of a plant shutdown.
In contrast, the alternate identi fi ed an access
road and had a very short production system.
.The proposed 14-inch pip ing would be buried
below the frost li ne to be protected from
f reez ing and therefore would not requ ire any
above-grade support structures.
The geothermal process for t he Base Case
combined two diffe rent t echnol ogi es. It
proposed using single-f lash two-steam turbine
tra ins and tw o bina ry generation modu les.
POWER determined that th is complex system
had a poor resource uti lization rate due to the
relat ively high f lash pressure and ineff icient
I 02 SMKr
estimates, POWER also performed an ooera t ing
and ma intenance (O&M) cost est imate .
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energy conversion of the binary modu les.
POWER's alternat ive , a dual-flash system , would
produce th e same net power w ith 10% less
geotherma l f luid . The alternate thus proved t o
be simpler , less expensive , and better proven for
geothermal applicat ions.
The fi nal capita l cost est imate for t he two
scenarios exh ib ited almost $14 milli on
difference, w ith POWER's alternate be ing the
least expensive . In add ition to these cap ita l cost
0 2 SIJ: KT
CONTRACT COST:
PROJECT COMPLETION:
525,000
Decemb er 1987
GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATES
ROUND MOUNTAIN GOLD
GEOTHERMAL HEATING OF LEACH LIQUOR
ROUND MOUNTAIN, NEVADA
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CLIENT
Geothermal Development Associates
CLIENT'S NEED
To evaluate a heat exchange system that uses
geothermal brine to heat barren liquor. Special
concerns entailed the potential for scaling and
corrosion of the process equipment due to the
geothermal fluid .
ENGINEERING SERVICES
• Fluid Chemistry Evaluation
• System Recommendations
STUDY FEATURES
I New application for geothermal flu ids
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Geothermal Development Associates (GDA)
contracted POWER Engineers to recommend the
practicality of using geothermal fluid to heat
leach liquor for a Nevada gold mine owned by
Round Mountain Gold. This system presented a
new application for geothermal energy.
GP Project Brleh
To address GDA's concern, POWER evaluated the
chemistry of both the cyanide liquor and the
geothermal fluid . POWER also reviewed the
system schematic, which included estimated
flow rates, temperatures, and pressures.
Another important factor was the heat
exchanger performance and dimensional data .
POWER reviewed this informati on, supplied
from the manufacturer.
For the geothermal fluid chemical analys is,
POWER analyzed the scaling potential from
calcium carbonate, calcium sulfate, and silica.
GDA planned to use a Tranter plate and frame
heat exchanger for the system. GDA expressed
concern whether the stainless steel alloy 316
(316 55) was adequate for the exchanger or if
titanium should be used instead. POWER
evaluated the effectiveness of 316 55 for both
the heap leach solution and the geothermal
fluid.
POWER recommended several methods for GDA
that would provide early detection of scaling
and corrosion.
STUDY COMPLETION: August 1987
CLIENT
VARIOUS CLIENTS
GEOTHERMAL SYSTEM ENGINEERING
AND SUPPORT SERVICES
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CLIENT
Oxbow Geothermal Company
Reno Nevada
ON-GOING ENGINEERING SERVICES:
POWER is providing engineering revuew and
support services on an as-requested basis for
Oxbow. Projects to date have included :
• Evaluation of a two-phase flow gathering
system versus a single-phase flow
gathering
• Determinat ion of f low react ion forces and
support design for a well flow test
assembly to be used on a two-phase
flowing well producing 1-1.5 million
pounds per hour.
PROJECT DATE: Ongoing
••
CLIENT
GeysersGeothermal Company
Santa Rosa, California
TESTING &TROUBLESHOOTING:
POWER performed testing and troubleshooting
with respect to operational problems which had
developed at the rock muffler steam release
facility at one of Geyser Geothermal 's sites in
northern Californ ia.
PROJECT DATE: 1987
Private Client
California
COST/ECONOMIC ESTIMATE:
POWER developed an operating and
maintenance cost estimate and potential energy
sales projection for a 10 MW double-flash
geothermal plant, potential ly to be located in
Churchill County, Nevada. POWER's O&M
estimate addresses labor requirements and
costs, matintenance parts, uti lities, supplies, and
miscellaneous expenses. Potent ial electrical
power customers were contacted to determine
probably power sales rates . . POWER's team
provided an overall report summar izing
findi ngs.
PROJECT DATE: 1987
••
CLIENT
Unocal
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN/COST ESTIMATE:
POWER personnel performed a detailed cdesign
and cost estimate for this generating plant
locat ed in the Salton Sea KGRA. The plant
utilized high temperat ure, high-salin ity
geothermal brine as the heat source for a 49MW
double-flash plant. The report included a
general arrangement plan, a gathering system
routing, site layout, equ ipment sizing, capita l
and O&M cost estimates, and the preparation of
a process flow diagram with detailed material
and energy balances.
PROJECT DATE: 1985
GEO OPERATOR CORPORATION
EAST MESA GEOTHERMAL WELL FIELD FACILITY
DUAL-FLASH SCALE TEST SKID
IMPERIAL VALLEY, CALIFORNIA
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CLIENT
GEOOperator Corporation
Santa Rosa, California
CLIENT'S NEED
In orde r to allow the design of efficient
gathering and injection pip ing systems for its
East Mesa geothermal power project, GEO
desired to assess the potentia l for sca ling of the
East Mesa resource f luids, a superhea ted br ine
contain ing minera l salts and sand. GEO also
wished to identify an inhibit ing reagent which
could be int roduced into the gathering system
to reduce scaling of piping and equ ip ment.
GEO reta ined POWER to provide deta i led design
for a pilot plant to simulate anticipated
temperature and pressure cond itions and allow
scale testing with sample materials and inhibi t or
reagents.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Using process flow data and vessel specificat ions
provided by GEO, POWER designed a skid-
mounted dual-flash pilot plant to allow scale
potential and reagent testing of the East Mesa
well fluids.
The module dupl icated, in miniature, th e
processes found in the high-pressure and low-
pressure flash and injection system of a dual-
flash geothermal power plant.
G? PROJECT BRIEfS
The plant included two centrifugal f low
separators designed t o vent steam into t he
atmosphere and del iver spent brine at specif ied
pressures to a sampling chamber, where the
brine was recirculated to allow system.engineers
to assess scaling to the test materials exposed to
the hot brine.
The plant was designed with flow, level,
temperature and pressure mon itoring and
control equipment to allow accura te
determination of scale depos ition potential f or
the EastMesa we ll flu ids.
The module was designed to be totally skid
mounted so as to be self-conta ined and
portable. It was also designed w ith valves t o
allow extraction of process fl uid samples at
various po ints in the process stream, and w ith
connections to allow equ ipment vendors to
connect test equipment downstream from the
separators.
The pilot plant included mix ing equ ipment for
introducing scale inhibitors upstream from the
separators so that GEO's engineers cou ld
identi fy a commercial inhib iting reagent that
would minimize scaling in piping and power
plant equipment.
GEO used the test module to collect samples of
spent geothermal flu ids at a range of
temperatures downstream f rom the f lash
separator, and used t he sampling chamber to
test, in a realistic process environment, the scale
susceptibility of materials and the potential of
inhibit ors to reduce scaling .
PROJECT COMPLETION: 1988
YANKEE I CAITHNESS
GEOTHERMAL FIELD & INJECTION PIPING SYSTEMS
STEAMBOAT SPRINGS, NEVADA
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CLIENT
A joi nt venture of Yankee Power Inc., Tulsa ,
Oklahoma, and a partnership group managed
by Caithness Resources (YCJV).
CLIENT'S NEED
Yankee/Caithness required a complete design
package for a pipe system involving two phase
piping to conduct steam from the wellhead,
plus brine injecti on pip ing. The system needed
to provide more t han 11,000 feet of piping,
much of it specially insulated. In addition, the
system had to be designed, deta iled, and
constructed w ithin a four month time frame .
over rugged terrain.
025"' I(T
DESIGN SERVICES
• Two phase piping f rom well heads to steam
separator
• Brine inject ion piping from steam separator
to injection well
• Process flow design
• Two-phase flow system analys is
• Pipe sizing, arrangements, site layout, and
road crossings
• Steam separator evaluation
• Pipe stress analys is including expansion loop
design
• Pipeline insulation
• Component foundations
• Equipment and material specifications.
• Pipel ine survey
• Construction support
The special expertise of POWER Engineers in
geothermal well field hydraulics was brought to
bear on this project. This expertise assured
rapid decisions to support the four-month
design and completion schedule.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Yankee Caithness requested POWER to provide
a complete design package for a well field
collection system for two-phase brine and
steam.The well field collection system runs from
well heads to the steam separator. Design of
the brine injection piping from the steam
separator at the plant to the injection wells was
also part of POWER's design services.
POWER provided a complete design package
including pipeline survey, process flow design,
piping design, material selection, equipment
sizing and evaluation, and pipe stress analysis.
Design data and drawings developed by POWER
included the following: material specifications
and bills of material, design drawings, details,
installation specifications, instrumentation, site
work, arrangement, planning, and logistics.
PROJECT COMPLETION: January 1988
..
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TRANSPACIFIC GEOTHERMAL CORPORATION
AMEDEE GEOTHERMAL PLANT
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
HONEY LAKE, CALIFORNIA
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CLIENT
TransPacific Geothermal Corpora t ion
Oakland, California
CLIENT'S NEED
TransPacific requ ired complete eng ineering
design, specification and construct ion
management services needed to build a 1MW
geothermal power plant in Northern California ,
using two modular energy convers ion modules.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
POWER was selected t o perform complete
eng ineering design and construction
management for this 1 MW geothermal power
plant located on the shores of Honey Lake east
of Susanville, Californ ia.
GP·PrOle" Br'eh
The project scope included selecting and
specifying the geothermal flu id pump, design of
the liqu id transfer system from t he wellhead to
the power plant, and selection of accessory
equipment to support the two 750 kW Ormat
binary generation rnodu ies.
POWER designed and speci f ied equ ipment
foundations, equipment enclosu res,
maintenance buildings, and supervised
procurement of materia ls and construction for
the project.
POWER was also responsible for interface t o the
transmission grid of CP National Corporation,
who wheeled the power to Pacific Gas & Electr ic.
Transpacific ultimately plans to bu ild a 5 MW
power plant at Honey Lake, but is proceeding
incrementally because of present limitations of
the transmiss ion system .
PROJECT COMPLETION: 1986
I
I
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I GP Project Bne ts
POWER also performed engineering support
services in conjunction with overall development
ofthetotal240 MW resource. PROJECT COMPLETION: September 1987
CALIFORNIA ENERGY COMPANY
AND CALPINE CORPORATION
COSO NAVY 1, UNIT 1 - GATHERING SYSTEM REVIEW
CHINA LAKE, CALIFORNIA
GATHERING SYSTEM DESIGN REVIEW
The line was routed across lava beds and a
sensitive archaeological area, requ iring POWER
personnel to develop special design criteria for
the line and its structures.
POWER, after do ing a detailed construction cost
estimate, represented the client in negotiations
with the construction contractor resulting in a
reduction of approximately 20% in the cost of a
new wellhead system.
COST-SAVING NEGOTIATIONS
TRANSMISSION LINE DESIGN
POWER was also contracted by Calpine
Corporation to design 28.5 miles of 115kV
transmission line running from the plant to a
Southern California Edison substation.
Another task included pre liminary design of
the two-phase flow gathering system and single
phase flow steam and injection systems for Units
II and ilion the same resource.
POWER was contracted by Calpine Corporation
to implement engineering review and support
services. POWER completed design review of
the stress ana lysis and slug f low calculations fo r
the two-phase gathering system. The design
was analyzed with respect to conformance to
codes and overall adequacy of the pip ing and
pipe support design.
Services included rev iew of the two-phase
gathering system designed by AMJV in
conjunction with the contract, design of the
project transmission line, and assistance with
negotiating the final scope ofthe install ati on.
On behalf of CEC, POWER Engineers conducted
ongoing design review services in conjunction
w ith turnkey construction by Atkinson-
Mitsubishi Joint Venture (AMJV) of the 30 MW
Unit No.1 on the Navy I resource.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
PO~ER .w as selected by the project developers,
California Energy Corporation and Calpine
Corporation, to perform design review services
engineering services, and design services for the
Coso Hot Springs 30 MW Geothermal Project in
Southern California.
California Energy Company
Calpine Corporation
The pr~ject developer, Californ ia Energy
Corporation, selected POWER to perform
o~going design review services in conjunction
with t urnkey construction by Atkinson-
Mitsubishi Joint Venture (AMJV) of the 30 MW
Unit No.1 on the Navy I resource.
CLIENT
CLIENT'S NEED
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specialist, inspected the piping at the Dixie
Valley plant.
OXBOW GEOTHERMAL COMPANY
PUMP AND TWO-PHASE PIPING
INSTALLATION
DIXIE VALLEY, NEVADA
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CLIENT:
Oxbow Geothermal Corporation
Reno, Nevada
CLIENT'S NEED:
Oxbow Geothermal plant experienced severe
vibration near flash vessels at its 50 MW power
plant in Dixie Valley, Nevada. .
Oxbow asked POWER to study the vibration
problem, identify a remedy, and design piping
and :pumping systems required to solve the
problem.
PROJECT SERVICES:
• Piping Vibration Evaluation
• Piping Design and Specification
• Piping Stress Analysis
• Pump Specification
• Pump Electrical System Design
PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
The Study
Oxbow retained POWER to study the vibration
problem. Bill Lewis, POWER's geothermal
draft
Mr. Lewis inspected the piping, evaluated
pressure, temperature and flow data, and
determined that the vibration was caused by
slug flows, the result of premature flashing
upstream of the control valves in the lines
leading to the flash ing vessels.
Mr. Lewis determined that the flashing problem
could be relieved by boosting the fluid pressure
upstream from the flash vessels, and
recommended that Oxbow install pumps to
provide the requ ired pressure increase .
Piping and Pump System Design
POWER is now assisting Oxbow in developing
detailed designs and specifications for the pump
inst all at ion recommended in Mr. Lewis' report.
The design project involves piping design, valve
sizing and specification, pump sizing and
specification, civil/structural designs for supports
and foundations, and preparation of electrical
and controls designs for the pumps.
PROJECT COMPLETION: 1991
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
GEO OPERATOR CORPORATION
MAIN STEAM SEPARATOR
REPLACEMENT AND REDESIGN
GEYSERS, CALIFORNIA
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CLIENT
GEOOperator Corpo ration (GEO)
CLIENT'S NEED
Deterioration of GEO's exrstinq separator
necessitated its replacement. GEO needed a
design analysis of the rep lacement separator to
ver ify that it wou ld meet t hei r needs. In
addition, steam and condensate system changes
were needed for automatic operation and to
improve plant operations and life expectancy.
The facility needed a spray wash system w ith
tanks and pumps, to remove impurities from the
steam. It was also important that the project be
fast-tracked, so that construction could take
place during a scheduled plant shutdown.
PROJECT SERVICES
• Max imum util ization of existing plant
equipment.
• Development of a spray wash system for
steam cleaning.
• Development of an automatic separator
wash and flush system.
• Flow and operations analysis of steam and
flush piping.
• Technical evaluation of steam separator
configuration, efficiency, and mechanical
operating integrity.
• Mechanical and piping system design.
• Separator pressure vessel design analys is for
conformance to ASME codes.
• Weld ing specification review.
• Redesign of vessel support foundation .
• Special slurry erosion testing of hardness
treatment procedures.
• Inst rument ati on and control systems design.
• API tank design and specification.
GP ProJ~ Bro."
POWER provided a design evaluat ion of a new
geothermal steam separator proposed for the
replacement of existing equipment. The
evaluation included flow velocit ies, individual
cyclone and total separator efficiency,
metallurgy, erosion, corrosion, spray wash and
flow patterns, nozzle location, and fl ushi ng
design .
The pressure vessel was also evalua ted for
conformance to ASME codes. POWER deve loped
a slurry erosion test procedure for the evaluation
of component hardening procedures.
POWER made design changes to the separator
and flush water components to extend life
expectancy. POWER designed new and
redesigned existing steam, condensate, flush
and service systems to improve performance,
provide automatic operation, and provide a
steam wash system to remove steam impurities.
The project had a fast-track completion schedule
to allow for installation during a scheduled
maintenance shutdown.
Existing piping and component systems were
redesigned to meet the requ irements identi fi ed
during the design and inst all at ion phases. This
design included pipe stress and flow analysis,
tank and foundation design, and pump and
valve specifications.
PROJECT COMPLETION: Decembe r, 1987
PROJECT COST: $300 ,000
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For th is 15, OOO-f o o t. cross -co untry stea m
gather ing system, POWER geot he rma l
personnel prov ided design services includi ng all
civil/structural and mechanical plan and pro fi le
drawings and support des ig ns. Mechan ical
activities also included pipe stress analysis and
design for both above ground and bur ied
pip ing, P&IDs, process vesse l des ign ,
spec ificat ions , b id evaluations and vendor
drawing review.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
:.. .t.»,
GEYSERS GEOTHERMAL COMPANY
PG&E UNIT 16 STEAM GATHERING SYSTEM
GEYSERS GEOTH ERMAL AREA, CALIFORNIA
(PERSONNEL EXPERIENCE)
: z;~u :
Geysers Geothermal Co. needed a comp lete
design package for a large cross-cou ntry steam
gathering system in the Geysers Geotherma l
Area in Northern Cali for nia .
CLIENT'S NEED
Geysers Geotherma l Company
Santa Rosa , California
CLIENT
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Project duration was from February : 984 to
April 1985. The eng ineering serv ices were
performed concurrently with a fast -tr ack
construction sche -:: . . e, and the pr o ject w as
completed on time and under budqe t .
I
I
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The system w as the first in the Geysers
Geothermal Area in which the steam gathering
system for one un it was int erconnect ed with
another un it ... tili zi ng an automated crossover.
This allowed a computer ized transfer of steam
in the event of a shutdown of one unit, thu s
minimizing troe steam loss , associated energy
waste, and amount of HzS released to t he
environment in the event of a turbine trip. COMPLETION: April 1985
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CLARENDON HOT SPRINGS
PRELIMINARY GEOTHERMAL RESOURCE EVALUATION
DEER CREEK, IDAHO
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
In 1988, a prospective buyer of property in Deer
Creek Canyon, Idaho, including the Clarendon
Hot Springs resource, retained POWER to
evaluate the hot spring resource's potential as a
direct heat source for a contemplated residential
development .
POWER visited the site and made prel iminary
temperature and flow determinations for a
number of freely-flowing hot water sources in
the Clarendon area . The POWER team selected
four of the sources to be tested for minera l
content, collected samples, and retained a
certified laborat ory to determine the pH,
hardness, and dissolved salt content of the
samples.
GP Project Briefs
POWER provided the prospective owner w ith a
report outlining the estimated heat available
from the most promising sources, and noted
engineering and env ironmental requirements
for use and disposal of the mineral-rich water.
ENGINEERING SERVICES
• Chemical analysis of samples from four
candidate springs and wells
• Calculations of available heat for residential
development
• Prelim inary identi fication of eng ineering
and environmental impact sof the resource
COMPLETION: 1988
WELLS RURAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
GEOTHERMAL RESOURCE UTILIZATION ASSISTANCE
WELLS, NEVADA
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
POWER provided Wells Rural Electric Company
(WREC) with consulting services to develop a
plan for establishing a geothermal district
heating system for the city of Wells. Nevada.
using a hot-water well already owned by WREC.
POWER worked with WREC on development of a
prel iminary business and eng ineering plan for
establishing an operating company and
designing a cost-effective district heating system
which would allow WREC to better use its
electrical power capacity to serve t he util ity 's
growing service base.
GPProject Briefs
POWER assisted WREC in applying for an energy
conservation pilot project grant from the state
of Nevada to fund a detailed feasibi lity study fo r
the district heating system.
ENGINEERING SERVICES
• Development of a pre lim inary
business/engineering plan for deve lopment
of the district heating system.
• Preparation of Nevada Energy Office grant
app lication.
COMPLETION: 1988
".. ..~
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The syste m also needed :0 incor oora re
Innovat ive feat ures to contra; th e scal ing
pr obl ems associated w ith trie hl gn-s al l nl~ j
brrne.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
POWER's en g ineering team provided services
to d esign a bnne hand li ng system for a i 0 M 'IY
geothermal f lash plant, locat ec in Cal i forn ia 's
Im peri al Vall ey . Although t hi s hi gh ly sal if"le
(200,000 ppm) geothermal reso urce had grea:
ene rg y pote ntial, extreme scal ing pr oble rns
had prev iou sly precluded i ts use.
---"""-.IIIIl.""._...} o;tr:: " ;;l~ ·.·:L~l._
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UNION OIL COMPANY
SALTON SEA STEAM GATHERING SYSTEM
IM PER IAL VALLEY, CALIFORNIA
(PERS ONNEL EXPERIENCE)
CLIENT
CLIENT'S NEED
Un ion Oi l Company, Ind io, Cal i fo rn ia
Uruon Oil needed a de sign pac kage for a bnne
handl in g system :0 serve a 10 M W oro to type
geotherma l oiant 'n the Salton Sea .<now n
Geotherm al Resource Are a (:< GRA I .n th e
'rnoen al Va lley o f Cali fo rn ia . The system
needeo to be desrqried w i t h a cornc rei-e nsivs
contro l system .
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SCALING CONTROL FEATURES:
The syste m design ed by th e eng ineering team
currently at POW ER, how ever, uses a
crystalli zati on syste m w ith a seed recycle
system . This system successfu lly resolved the
scaling proble ms.
The crysta ll ize rs rely on a seeding process o f
add ing fi nel y divided sol ids to the br ine,
promoting prec ipitation of the scale form ing
compounds.
By provid ing a hi gh rati o of seed sur face area
to equ ipment surface area, the scale deposits
occur preferentially on the seed .
THE CONTROL SYSTEM:
The design team also designed a complete
control syste m including speci f ication ,
sel ecti on and eva lua t io n of controls,
inst ruments and monitor ing eq uipment .
The personnel team now at POWER
supervised the instrument at ion and control
system construct ion, start-up work ,
inst all ati on, and cal ibration and testing .
THE GATHERING SYSTEM DESIGN
PACKAGE :
The engineering team was also responsible
for process flow definition, piping and
inst rumentat ion diagrams (P&IDs), and
equipment speci fication and selection.
PROJECT OUTCOME:
The new prototype system pr ovid ed
continu ou s service for SIX months after start-
up. It produced sufficient steam to generate
10 MW of power, wh ich was sold to Southern
Cali forn ia Edi son.
The system was stopped after six months for
data gathering and research purposes. Since
then, several other plants have been desig ned
and /or const ruct ed based on sim ila r
techn ol ogy .
DESIGN SERVICES
• Process Flow Design
• Control System Desig n
• Equipment Specification
• Equipment Selection
• Instrumentati on Selection
• Piping & Inst rum ent ati on Diagrams
• Construct ion Inspect ion
• Installation Supervision
• Calibration and Testing
DESIGN FEATURES
Geothermal br ine containing 200,000
parts per mill ion saline content
I Crysta ll ization system With seed recycle
PROJECT COMPLETION: 1982
PROJECT COST: S 15,000,000
A "Dnll/~11
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CLIENT
OXBOW GEOTHERMAL COMPANY
PilOT PLANT FOR SCALE TESTING
DIXIE VALLEY, NEVAO'A
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Oxbow Geotherma l Company
Reno,Nevada
CLIENT'S NEED
In orde r to design a new geothermal power
plant, Oxbow desired to assess the potential of
spent f lu ids from its Dix ie Val ley geothermal
resource to cause sil ica scaling in the piping and
equ ipment . Specif icall y, Oxbow w ished to
determine the temperature at wh ich the Dix ie
Valley flu ids would begin to cause significant
scaling, so tha t it s plant cou ld be designed to
mainta in effluent temperatu re high enough to
avo id major sca ling probl ems.
; 25M OI
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
. Oxbow Geothermal Company retained POWER
Engineers to design, bu ild and start up a silica
scale test module at the Dix ie Valley site. The
modu le was to be portable , and to all ow
sampling of the resource 's fl uids over a w ide
range of temperatures, to allow testing for
sca ling potentia l. The modu le also had to be
designed , bu ilt and de live red on a fast -t rack
design and delivery sched ule.
The module dupl icated . in min iature. th e
processes found in the low pressure fl ash and
injecti on system of a dua l-f lash geothermal
power plant.
~~1JOIUFR
PROJECT COMPLETION : 1986
var ious opera t ing con dition s to ascerta in ,h e
impact o f off design point and start-uo
opera t io n.
POWER's respons ibil ities included comp lete
design, speci f icat ion. fabri cati on, supply , and
startup of the test modul e.
These sampl ing and t est featur es allo wed
Oxbow to rea list ica lly de termine minimum flu id
temperature rang e for i t s future power piant
and inj ect ion syste m .
$40,46 1
The modu le was also completed in a remarkably
short time. Oxbow and POWER signed the
contract for t he test skid in th e thi rd week of
June, 1986. By August 9, th e unit had been
desig ned , fabr icat ed, t ransported to Dixi e
Valley, and placed in opera t io n.
PROJECT COST:
The module included a centri fugal tw o- phase
fl ash separator and a coo ling tower. These
specia l ized pieces o f appa ra tus were designed
by POWER and special ly fabricat ed t o POWER's
specifications. The test modu le also inci uced
level and pr essure cont rol s, temp er at ure and
pressure ind icat ors, a six-poin t fluid sampiing
system , and an ar ray of test chambers for
collecting precip itates .
Oxbow and POWER used th e test module to
collect samples of spent tw o-phase geotherma l
f lu ids at a range of temperatures downstream
from the flash separator. The test chambers
allowed POWER's geothermal specia l ists to
determine scaling potent ia l in a rea list ic process
environment . The design allowed for tests at
The modu le was tota l ly skid mounted . It was
t rucked from POWER's o f f ice and design facili t y
in Idaho to the remot e Dix ie Valley site, in
Central Nevada, where it was unloaded in a
single ope ren on and started up .
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Edward K. Noda and Associates, Inc.
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Specifically ' r e l a t e d to underwater power cable design
stu d i es in the Hawaiian Islands, the following provides a brief
d ~ sGrirtion of relevant pu~t pro jocts:
:I. . Pro j c c t: II1.\Wa i iDe e p Wilt t~ l ' Ca b 1cPro CJ ram
Sponsor: U. s. D ClpHX' t men t of Ene r qy ,
Sub-contruct hlith HawaiJan Drcdglnc] & Construction
Co.
Dute: Completed September 1990
This research, development and demonstration program sponsored
by the U.S. Department of Energy involves the evaluation o f
the feasibility of connecting the islands of Hawaii and Oahu
with an underwater power. cable. The focal point of the
evaluation is the deep (6,000 ft) and formidable Alenuihaha
Channe~ between the islands of Hawaii and Maui. This program
Wllich /~as initiated in 1982 and recently cUlminated in a ver~
successful At-Sea Te s t Program in November 1989. EKNA had
many major task responsibilities which include extensive field
measurements of waves and near-surface currents (2 years) and
near-bottom currents along both the Hawnii and Maui slopes of
th~ channel (2 years), the development of the oceanographic
and environmental design criteria for the at-sea operations,
the design, fabrication and operation of a high-resolution
bottom roughness measuring system which obtained excellent
bottom r ouqhnes e data with operational resolutions of 4-6
inches in water depths of 6,000 ft and the design, fabrication
and operation of the entire dat.a acquisition system dur i.nq the
At-Sea Test including wind, waves and current data and all
technical parameters ussociated with the cable l a y i n g
operation.
EKNA was responsible for the ~nalysis of oceanographic data
from the At-Sea Test Program and assisted in the development
.o f the Final Report dated September 1990. In addition to the
Final Report preparation, EKNA also performed many additional
final tasks, including tile feasibility and cost estimates for
the trenching and burial of the power cable along the coastal
and nearshore areas. This work was performed in association
with R.J. Brown and Associates of America, Inc.
2. Project: Tri-Islind Cable Project (TIC)
Sponsor = Hawa i ian El ectr .ic Company, Inc. (H ECO)
Date: Ongo ing
II
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Hawaiian Electric Company is evaluating the feasibility of
connecting the islands of Maui, Lanai and Molokai with an
underwater power cable system to unify the Maui Electric
Company system. As part of this feasibility study EKNA has
been given the follow ing technica l responsibilities:
o Develop the oceanographic design criteria for the underwate~
cable system inclUding both the deep water and nearshore
areas. This effort inCludes the hindcasting of hurricane
design wave conditions, the transformation of deep-water
wave conditions to their shallo~-water characteristics,
calculation of wave forces, evaluation of scour protection,
tsunami wave evaluations, etc .
o Field measurement of ocean currents along 5 potential
underwater routes. This program involves the deployment of
12 current meters on 9 individual moorings along 5 proposed
underwater routes between the 3 islands.
In addition to submarine power cable related projects in
Hawaiian waters, Edward K. Noda and Associates, Inc. has
developed extensive expertise and capabilities in the use of CAD
and GIS to assist in the evaluation, analysis and display of
engineering and technical data. The following projects provide a
brief description of GIS related studies:
1. Project: Development Of An Ocean And Coastal Database
Sponsor: Department of Business a nd Economic Development
State of Hawaii
Date: July 1987
This study involved the evaluation of the development of an
State-wide ocean and coastal information management system in
association with the implementat ion of a geographic
information system (GIS) to provide real-time graphical data
for use in planning and decision-making. The main tasks of
this project included the following:
o Identify and analyze coastal and ocean information needs.
o Inventory available ocean resources information.
o Analyze the ocean resources information inventory and
identify deficiencies.
o Recommend improvements to the ocean resources information
inventory, provide a priority l i s t i ng of ocean data that
would create a comprehensive database and recommend h ard war e
and software syst.ems to I mpLement; the ocean i n f o rm a ti on
management program.
Under contract to Engineering Concepts, Inc., Edward K. Noda
and Associates, Inc. is responsible for all oceanographic
In addition to the above projects, the following provides a
brief description of other past and ongoing projects.
2 . . Project: Kohanaiki Marina Resort Development
Sponsor: NANSAY Hawaii, via Engineering
concepts, Inc.
Date: ongoing
2 . Project: Develop and Demonstrate A Hawaii Ocean And Coastal
Information Management System (OeIMS)
Sponsor: Department of Business and Economic Development
(DBED)
state of IIuwuii
Date: 1988
Keehi Lagoon/America's Cup Marina Facilities
Conceptual Engineering Design, Update Recreational
Plan and Environmental Impact Statement
Harbors Division, Department of Transportation,
State of Hawaii
OngoingDate:
Sponsor:
Edward K. Noda and Associates is the prime contractor for the
development of the Environmental Impact Statement for new
marina facilities for Keehi Lagoon and what was hoped would be
the site of the America's Cup race. While the America's cup
race will not be held in Hawaii, . over 1,000 small craft slips
are being planned for the Keehi Lagoon area. AS part of this
ongoing project, subtasks include conceptual engineering
design, bathymetry surveys, the updating of the Keehi Lagoon
Recreational Plan, water circulation computer modeling, water
quality and benthic surveys and bioassays, .a nd a wildlife
(bird) survey.
As a follow-on phase to the previous development of the ocean
and coastal database, DBED selected two prime contractors to
implement the OCIMS project. Environmental Systems Research
Institute (ESRI) was selected to provide the ARC/INFO GIS
software and the Prime computer hardware system and Edward K.
Noda and Associates, Inc. was contracted to provide peripheral
hardware systems (digitizer and plotter), system design and
database development se~/ices, and to conduct demonstrations
of the ocean and coastal information management system for
representatives of state, Federal, and local government
agencies which could benefit from the use of a GIS.
1. Project:
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tasks related to ·t h e ma r i na development. The ent ire
develop~ent includes an 18 hole exclusive golf course, three
major resort hotels, resort condominiums, single-family
residences and commercial facilities and a 170 slip marina.
The project is in the conceptual design phase where EKNA has
performed the following .tasKs: Market Study to evaluate the
type5 and mix of e xp e c t od vesse l s, Ocean Current Measurement
Program, Preliminary Bathymetry (Hydrographic) Survey,
Development Of The Oceanographic Design Criteria for the
marina including the breakwater and jetty design, Conceptual
Design And Layout Of The Marina, construction Cost Estimation
and Environmental Impact Assessment. .
3. Project: Mokapu Ocean Outfall Inspection Project
Sponsor: Division Of Wastewater Management, Dept. Of Public
Works, city And County of Honolulu
Date: Ongoing (Final ' Report - March 1990)
The objective of this study was to evaluate the performance of
the existing Mokapu outfall and diffuser system under both
present and future design flow conditions. This study
involved multiple task efforts and included the following:
o An underwater engineering inspection and survey of the
outfall and diffuser pipe sections and pipe protection using
both video and still photography documentation.
o The measurement of ocean current at 5 location at and
surrounding the diffuser and the me a s u r e me n t of density
profiles.
o A hydraulic and dilution evaluation to determine the
performance of the diffuser system for present and future
flows, and provide recommendations on the optimum port-
closure configuration and port-opening schedule.
The results of this study indicated that the Mokapu Ocean
Outfall i~ in excellent physical condition and the present and
expected future performance of the diffuser system is well
within the design criteria. Dr. Robert C.Y. Koh participated
as a consultant on the diffuser plume dilution analysis.
4. Project: Thermal Impact Evaluation of The Cooling Water
Discharge From The Port Allen Generat ing station
Sponsor: citizens utilities Company (CUC),
Kauai Electric Division (KED)
Date: March 1989 (Final Report)
Due to increases in electrica l power demand, CUC/KED propose s
to install four 7.0 megawatt electric (MWe) diesel engine-
- - - - - - - --- -
6. Project: Kealakehe Ocean Outfall Design, North Kana, Hawaii
Sponsor: R.M Towill corporation, Prime contractor, Sponsored
By The Department Of Public Works, County of Hawaii
Date: June 1986
This project involved the design of the outfall and diffuser
system for the Kealakehe Ocean Outfall. subtasks included the
development of alternative diffuser designs and the computer
modeling of the nearfield initial dilutions of the wastewater
plume in the receiving waters. This project was terminated
since it was decided not to construct an ocean outfall.
generators, Units 6-9, to meet future demand. The primary
objective of this study was to quantitatively estimate the
extent of the thermal plume due to the 'proposed cooling was
discharge operntions. 'As part of this objective, a specific
task was to define the Zone of Mixing (ZOM) needed to insure
that water temperatures outside the ZOM will not vary more
than 1°C from ambient conditions.
In order to carry out the study objectives, an ocean water
temperature field measurement survey was performed to
accurately define the present thermal plume field. In
addition, an analytical methodology was developed to predict
the extent of the thermal impact areas, based on a scaling of
the ocean water temperature data obtained from the field
measurement program.
Thermal Impact Evaluation Of The Cooling Water
Discharge For The Kahe Generating Station Associated
With The Addition Of Units 7 and 8
Hawaiian Electric Company, Inc.
Unit 7 study-July 1987, Unit 8 study-December 1988
Sponsor:
Date:
These two studies provided the results of a thermal impact
evaluation of the surface and bottom thermal plumes due to the
cooling water discharge from the Kahe Generating Station (KGS)
associated with the proposed addition of Units 7 and 8
respectively. The objectives of these studies was to evaluate
two alternative configurations of the KGS cooling water
discharge system for compliance with the thermal excess limits
contained in the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
system (NPDES) Permit No. HI 0000019 and the State of Hawaii,
Department of Health, Zone of Hixing Permit (ZOM) for the
~resent operations of KGS Units 1-6.
This study was carried out by Edward K. Noda and Associates
with Dr. Robert C.Y. Koh, California Institute of Technology,
as a major consultant.
5. Project:
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7. Project: saipan Marina/Hotel project, Garapan, Saipan
Sponsor: APEX ·I n t e r n a t i o na l Co~poration, Tokyo, Japan
Date: November 1988
This project involved the new development of a Resort Hotel
and Marina . Complex, including the construction of a breakwater
and the dredging of a long entrance channel . Edward K. Noda
and Associates was involved in the conceptual design phase and
our tasks included the following: The development of the
Conceptual Design Criteria for the marina: Master Plan of the
Marina Complex; Preliminary design of the breakwater and
entrance channel alignment and cross section.
8. Project: Nansay Hotel Development, Saipan, CNMI
Sponsor: Coastal Resources Management Office, Commonwealth of
Northern Mariana Islands, Saipan
Date: 1988
As a coastal engineering consultant to the Coastal Resources
Management Office, CNMI, Edward K. Noda and Associates
technically reviewed the deve lopment plans for the Nansay
Hotel Complex proposed for Saipan. This effort primarily
focused on the evaluation of the salt water lagoon system and
the biological and hydraulic design of the system.
9. Project: Development Of An Erosion Management Plan
For The state Of Hawaii
Sponsor: Coastal Zone Management Program, Office Of
state Planning, state Of Hawaii
Date: June 1989 (Final Report)
The purpose of this study was to provide a comprehensive
overview of erosion and erosion management in Hawaii, as an
initial step towards the goal of developing a uniform ~ethod
or regulatory process for the implementation of structural and
non-structural measures. Specific study tasks included the
following:
o Description of the nature of shoreline erosion and erosion-
related problems in Hawaii.
o Discussion or structura l and non-structural measures which
have been used and/or which a re available to prevent or
manage erosion and erosion-related problems.
a Evaluation of the effect iveness of existing measures, as
well as the problems associated with implementation and
management of such measures.
- - - --- -
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a Examination of Cusc study si tes to se~~e as specific
examples. Three case study s i t e s 'Were studied; Makaha and
Kailua-Lanikai, Oahu and Kuku i.u La-ePo i.pu , Kauai.
o Development of general recow~endations to improve the
overall erosion management in Hawaii.
l O. Pr o j e c t : Windward oahu Beach Erosion Project
Sponsor: Sam o. Hirota, Inc. for the City and County of
Honolulu, Department of Parks and Recreation
Date: Completion - October 1988
In order to develop an overall understanding of the severity,
priority and cost of erosion control measures for seven
selected windward Oahu pUblic beach parks, Edward K. Noda and
Associates as a sUbcontractor to Sam o. Hirota, Inc., is
carrying out a generalized study of the beach erosion
character at these s even beaches. The seven beach parks are
Laie Beach Park, Hauula Beach Park, Punaluu Beach Park, Kaaawa
Beach Park, Kalae-Oio Beach Park, Swanzy Beach Park and Kualoa
Regional Park. As part of this study task, Edward K. Noda and
Associates, Inc. has obtain all available historical'aerial
photographs of the beach areas at these 7 windward beach
parks. The beach lines (waterline and/or vegetation line) on
the aerial photographs have be electronically digitized and,
utilizing the appropriate selections of targets within each
photograph, the horizontal length scales have been made
identical. computer software was then be used to undistort
the digitized waterlines. The historical beach lines have
been computer plotted to develop an understanding of possible
historical trends in beach erosion or accretion
characteristics.
ll.project: Lanikai Flpod Control Project
Sponsor: KWQck Associates, Inc. For The City And county
Of Honolulu
Date: September 1989
This project involved the preliminary and final design for the
Lanikai Flood Control Project in Lanikai, Oahu. EKNA was
responsible for the oceanographic analysis of the ocean
drainage discharge structures. As part of this evaluation,
both the shoreline and vegetation lines were electronically
digitized from available aerial photographs. These lines were
undistorted and properly scaled using an in-house computer
program. Analys is was then performed to evaluate the 10ng-
term trends in shoreline erosion.
12 . Pr o j e c t : Beach Processes StUdy, Kailua Beach, oahU, Hawaii
ISponsor: Planning Branch, U.S. Army Engineering Division,
Pacific Ocean
Date: September 1977 (Report)
This project involved the analysis of the dynamic beach
processes associated with beach erosion problems at Kailua
Beach, Oahu. The analysis involved the analytical and
numerical transformation of deep water wave statistics to the
point of breaking on the beach using the processes of ~ave
refraction, shoaling, bottom energy dissipation, diffraction,
and finally wave breaking. The subsequent littoral transport
of beach sand was calculated and the modeling of the
subsequent shoreline was performed.
Of particular interest was the fact that extensive use of
aerial photographs were incorporated in the evaluation. In
order to provide as much accuracy as possible, the shorelines
shown in the aerial photographs were electronically digitized
using computer equipment. Known targets which appeared on all
the available aerial photographs were also selected and
digitized. A computer program was written to undistort the
digitized shorelines and correct for photographic scale factor
differences to produce a single drawing of all the shorelines
in an identical coordinate system.
1J.Project: Bathymetry Surveys Of Potential OTEC Sites In
American Samoa, Guam And The Commonwealth Of The
Northern Mariana Islands (CNMI)
Sponsor: Pacific International Center For High Technology
Research (PICHTR), Commonwealth Energy Office, CNMI,
And The US Department of Energy, Technical Assistance
Program (TAP)
Date: Completed August 1989
In order to provid~ detail bathymetry maps potential OTEC
sites, deep-water bathymetry surveys to a depth of 1,000
meters were carried out at the following sites:
a. Punta Hagman, Saipan, CNMI
b. Cabras Island, Guam
c. Fatuasina Point, Tutuila, American Samoa
In addition to the bathymetry survey, expendable
bathythermogruph (XBT) temperature profiles were also
obtained.
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14.Project:
Sponsor:
Date:
Design Of The Agat-Santa Rita Wastewater System
And Tipalao outfall
PUblic Utilities Agency of Guam
Ongoing
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Edward K. Noda and Associates, Inc. is a sub-contractor to
Duenas and Swavely, Inc., Guam related to coastal and
oceanographic engineering of a new wastewater outfall and
diffuser off Tipalao Bay, Guam. EKNA will be responsible for
the development of the ·o c e a n og r a ph i c design criteria for the
outfall and diffuser including the specifications of the
typhoon design waves and associated wave forces on the
outfall. In addition, a diving reconnaissance survey will be
performed and physical oceanographic ~ea5urements will be
obtained.
IS. Project: Ammunition Port Facilities, U.S. Naval Magazine,
Orote Point, . Guam, Mariana Islands
Sponsor: Pacific Division, Naval Facilities Engineering
Command
Date: June 1977 (Report)
As a SUbcontractor to CE Maguire, Inc./R.M. Towill Corporation
(J/V) , Edward K. Noda was responsible for the ocean
engineering analysis of the Ammunition Wharf breakwater design
which included the typhoon design wind and wave analysis and
breakwater model studies. This work was performed while Dr.
Noda was employed at Tetra Tech, Inc., Pasadena, California.
16.Project: Wave Monitoring And Analysis, Apra Harbor, Guam
Sponsor: U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Pacific Division
Date: ' January 1978 (Report)
Edward K. Noda and Associates was a subcontractor to R.M.
Towill corporation related to the analysis of waves at the
entrance to Apra Harbor, Guam associated with the salvage
operations of the M/V caribia. The project involved the
measurement of wave conditions during diving salvage
operations being performed by the contractor Nippon Salvage.
A large claim was expected due to severe wave conditions being
experienced at the salvage operations site. EKNA was
responsible for formulating the wave measurement program and
fully responsible 'f o r all wave data analysis including the
extensive hindcasting of typhoon generated waves during the 2
year salvage period.
l7.Project: Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion (OTEC) Projects
(Various)
Sponsor: U.S. Department of Energy, state of Hawaii, Private
organizations
Date: 1978 To Present
Edward K. Noda and Associates has been involved in every major
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OTEC Project in Hawaii since 1978 and continues to provide
oceanographic services on ongoing projects. The following
provides a listing of some of these projects.
o site-Selection 8athvmetry Survey, Keaho1e Point, Hawaii
In Conjunction With OTECproposed Shorebased Test facility
This project was carried out by Dr. Edward K. Noda during 1977,
while associated with the University of Hawaii, College of
Engineering, Department of Ocean Engineering. This was the
first major survey of the deep-water bathymetry off Keahole
Point, Hawaii, with the objective of accurately defining the
bathymetry fQr OTEC CWP route selection evaluations. This data
was used for the SUbsequent Proof-of-concept Mini-OTEC CWP
mooring design as well as other OTEC program off Keahola Point,
Hawaii.
o Mini-OTEC Resign criteria Development Anq CWP Deployment
Under contract to the Research corporation of the University of
Hawaii (RCUH), EKNA developed the general design criteria for
the CWP design, and participated in the deployment operations
for the Cold Water Pipe (CWP). EKNA's responsibilities during
the deployment included current me a s u r e me n t s and the accurate
offshore positioning of the main mooring anchor.
o Bottom Current Survey, Keahole Point, Hawaii
In conjunction with Proposed OTEC Seacoast Test Facility
This 1978-1979 project involved the measurements of near-bottom
ocean current (20 feet off the bottom) at various locations
along a proposed CWP route off Keahole Point, Hawaii, from
water depths of 65 ft to 1,500 ft. The objective of this data
acquisition program was to provide operational and design
current data for the design evaluation of OTEC CWPs.
o Manned Submersible Reconnaissance survey, OTEC Seacoast Test
Facility proposed Pipeline Route, Keahole Point, Hawaii
As part of the field data acquisition program off Keahole
Point, Hawaii related to the design of an OTEC CWP, Dr. Nod a
contracted for and was the observer in a reconnaissance
s ubme r s i b l e dive on october 21, 1977 to a water depth o f 1,4 00
ft using the submersible star II, Which was owned by Maui
Divers, Inc. The University of Hawaii, Hawaii Undersea
Research Laboratory (HURL) has subseqUently purchased this
SUbmersible and renamed it the Makalii.
o Interim 12 11 Cold water Pipe Construction And Deployment At
. The Natural Energy Laboratory of Hawaii (NELH)
Under a contract with ReUH, Edward K. Noda and Associates, Inc.
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was responsible for the construct ion supervision of the
nearshore CWP system including the underwater pump station . and
provided services during the deployment of the offshore section
of the CWP. During the CWP deployment,EKNA provided real-time
current measurements an~ other responsibilities included
offshore navigation services to accurately locate the pipeline
in the design corridor.
o 48 11 CWP Deployment Off Keahole Point, Hawaii At NELH
EKNA under contract to Hawaiian Dredging and Construction
Company (HO&C) participated in the deployment of the 48" CWP of
Keahole Point, Hawaii. EKNA's responsibilities included real-
time current measurements and all offshore navigation and
positioning services to deploy the CWP on the design alignment.
o OTEC Environmental Benchmark Surveys At Keahole Point, Hawaii
And Kahe Point, Oahy
Under contract to the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL),
University of California, Berkeley, EKNA was directly
responsible for the acquisition and analysis of extensive
environmental data including current and wave measurements,
physical oceanographic parameters such as water temperature and
salinity and chemical and biological parameters. In addition,
under this contract pre-, post- and during-operation surveys
for the OTEC-l operations were performed. This included a
detail mixed-water discharge plume survey using dye tracers.
o OTEC Cold Water Pipe At-Sea Test Program
Under contract to HD&C sponsored by the U.S. Department of
EnergYi EKNA had major responsibilities in this multi-year,
mUlti-phased program. Phase 1 involved the design of a barge-
suspended 8 ft diameter CWP test program. Phase 2 was the at-
sea test of the suspended CWP off HonolulU and Phase 3 involved
the design and at-sea test of the CWP in a bottom mounted
configuration off Keahole Point, Hawaii.
E~~A was responsible for the oceanographic design criteria f or
all phases of the program including design waves, winds and
current criteria as well as operational criteria. During each
of the at-sea test phases, EKNA was responsible for the
acquisition of oceanographic and environmental data including
wind, wave and currents. In addition, for the Phase 3 program,
EKNA was responsible for the design, fabrication, installation
and operation of the entire data acquisition system which
included wave forces on the CWP. Finally, EKNA ·wa s involved in
the deployments of both at-sea test pipelines, including the
monitoring of real-time waves and currents, the forecasting of
meteorological conditions and the responsibility for all
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offshore navigation and positioning tasks.
o HOST Park CWP ogsign
Under contract to R.M. Towill Corporation, sponsored by the
state of Hawaii, Department of Accounting and General Services,
EKNA developed the oceanographic design criteria for the
offshore pipelines. This analysis included the evaluation of
the design hurricane waves, design currents and design water
level. In addition, design wave water-particle velocities and
accelerations were developed along the CWP axis alignment for
force calculations.
o HOST Park CWP, Hawaiian Abalone Farms CWPs And tlELH CWP
Qeployments During June-october 1987 & August-Nov 1989
In support of the following projects,
1. Hawaiian Abalone Farms 2 16 11 CWP Deployments
2. HOST Park 40" CNP Deployment By Kiewit Pacific Company
3. NELH 18" CWP Deployment By American Divers, Inc.
4. Ocean Farms Of Hawaii Deplo!~ent Of 6 CWPs
Edward K. Noda and Associates, Inc. provided various services
including the monitoring of real-time currents using a in-situ
current meter with a RF telemetry system to a shore receiver
and direct computer printout. This real-time current
measurement program was critically important to the scheduling
of the high-risk CWP deployment. In addition, weather
conditions were monitored and forecasted.
o 40 Mw OTEC Pilot plant Design Program
This multi-year, mUlti-phase program was sponsored by the U.S.
Department of Energy and involved the Conceptual and
Preliminary Design of a 40 Mwe OTEC Pilot Plant off Kahe Point,
Oahu. EKNA was a subcontractor to TRW, Inc., the primary
technical support contractor. Many tasks were completed by
EKNA, including the development of the oceanographic design
criteria for the Land Based containment System (LBeS) (offshore
island] and the CWP and Mixed-Water Discharge pipe, avaluation
of wave forces on the LBCS, extensive field measurements
including currents (16 current meters), waves, water
temperature, bathymetry and sub-bottom seismic surveys,
submersible reconnaissance surveys, biological and chemical
oceanographic surveys, mixed-water discharge effluent plume
modeling including biological interaction modeling, nearshore
circulation computer modeling, littoral drift and sediment
transport analysis and many environ~ental impact related tasks.
